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I 
local thrift 
stores offer 
students 
alternatives to 
shopping at 
Valley Mall. 
Fleld hockey 
plays a home 
game against 
Davis Be Elkins 
Wednesday 
evening. 
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No sUS·ifects named 
in double homicide 
by Kristen Heiss 
-~-"t'W.\ tdiwr 
Despite rumors that pollee have 
pinpo10ted the individual suspected 
of ~illing two JMU students, 
Harrio,onburg police are emphasizing 
that they have not narrowed the 
M!at'Ch. 
"We're looking at 
the broad picture -
at every poss1ble 
su.lipect - before we 
narrow at down to 
one." Lt. AI 
McDorman said ut a 
press conference 
yesterday. 
"These people were well-liked , 
and they knew a lot of people. You 
can imagine the possibi lities," he 
said. 
McDorman refused to answer any 
further questions about the 
mvestigation. . 
Ann M. Obon and Keith 
O'Connell were found dead with 
gunshot wounds to the head Snturday 
evening in O'Connell's apartment at 
230 N. High Street after a friend 
discovered them and called the police 
at5;05 p.m. 
Olc;on. a special student who 
graduated from JMU in 1994 with an 
Engli\h degree, was pur!>uing her 
teacher's certification at JMU. 
O'Connell was a senior international 
busineslo major and a member of 
Kappa Alpha Order. a social 
fraternity 
Amidst rumors that Brent K. 
Stmmons, a former boyfriend of 
Olson's, is a suspect, Harrisonburg 
police have not publicly nametl any 
suspects. 
According to Harrisonburg court 
records, Olson filed charges against 
Simmons, a 1996 JMU graduate of 
the biology department, July 8, 
alleging assault and battery. Olson 
stated Simmons threw her down 
twice July 3, and threatened 
O'Connell. 
Olson also filed charges atainst 
Simmons for property damage -
Simmons admitted he had thrown a 
rock through the window of Olson's 
vehicle. 
Olo,on later dropped the charges, 
wh1ch were all misdemeanors. 
Police are still looking for 
witne~~e~ present at Spanky '~ 
Oelicatcs~n or traveling along North 
High Street between I and 3 a.m. 
Saturday. Melodte Cummings. 
general manager at Spanky's, said 
O'Connell and Olson 
had both worked at 
Spanky 's Friday 
night. 
Cummings sa1d 
she th1nks 
Harrisonburg police 
want "to see if 
anyone saw anything 
c::ounDY or suspicious outside the 
m£ DAILY parking deck (across 
NEWS.UCOitD the street from 
Spanky's]. Some person, someone 
alone.~· 
David Oxley. deputy chief medical 
examiner for Western Virgi nia. 
confirmed yesterday that O'Connell 
and Olson each died from two 
gunshot wounds to the head. He 
see HOMICIDE page 2 
·F:lood Aid Concert to help 
local storm victims recover 
by Christine Yesolitis 
stflior writer 
For most JMU students, the flood waters of Hurricane 
Fran rose and receded without much consequence. But 
for many Shenandoah Valley residents, the damage of 
fran is still affectmg their hves. 
In re~pon~e to the needs of ,ome Valley residents 
affected by the wide,pread Hash ftoodmg, h1gh winds and 
, 
housing aid, according to the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency. 
And Flood Aid will help Page County residents even 
more. The day's proceeds will go to Page One, an 
outreach program of the Christian churches in Page 
County. 
Yates Dameron, who work~ for Page One, said the 
organization consi .. tently trie.' to help all county res1dents 
in need, but there has been a significant increase in such 
heavy rain thar hit 
Sept. 6, the Page 
County Untted 
Way is spon~oring 
the 1996 Aood Aid 
Concert. featuring 
local musicians and 
entertainers at the 
Page County 
" I thought, there :S gotta be something 
we could do to help ... everyone 
people because of 
the Rood's effec~. 
Page One gave 
each flood victim 
three ~ets of 
clothing in addiuon 
Fa1rgrounds Oct 
20 from noon to 6 
p.m Adml,ston Ill 
d d . " wante to o Lt. 
$5, or $3 wit~ the contributiOn of a non-peri!ihable food 
item. 
The Daily New:> ReC"urtl reported on Sept. I 0 that Page 
County was perhaps the worst hit area in the Shenandoah 
Valley. as 11 was approved to receive more fedeml aid 
than any of the other damaged areas in the state, 
according to the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency. 
The cities of Harrisonburg, Waynesboro and Staunton, 
as well a.'l Rockingham, Augusto and Page Counties were 
declared national diSII'iter areas, and the Daily News 
Record reported Oct 2 that up to 399 Page County 
applicants will receive a totnl of $850,462 in emergency 
to ca$es of food, 
and it has also 
Lisa Meadows helped out with 
be f b d p E pay1ng rent, mem r o country an ony xpress electncity and fuel 
bills, he sa1d. 
The Flood A1d Concert was prompted by Lisa 
Meadows of the country band Pony Expresli and other 
area musicians who wanted to help Valley families in 
need. according to Mary Dodd of the Page County 
United Way, 
Meadows, a local country artist who recently produced 
a new album, H~arrs Ar~ Dancing. said when she saw the 
devastation caused by the flooding, " I thought, there's 
gotta be something we could do to help ... When she 
stnrted asking area musicians if they would be interested 
in performing a benefit concert for the flood victims, 
see FLOOD page 2 
IAN GRAHAM/stnior plrotogrophtr 
Flyln' high 
JMU alumna Jane-Anne Harkins, class ef '91. swtngs her 
13«1ontft.old daulhter Jllllan hl&h above her head on the 
Quad to enjoy the warm weather Sunday afternoon. 
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Homicide~-----:---------~----
DEREK ROGER.Siassistwrt photo edt tor 
A chain of paper links surrounds Roop Hall to honor Ann Olson's memory. Education students created the chain for their cl ... mate who 
was killed Saturday. Olson wu puraulnc her teacher's certification In early childhood education. · 
would not comment on who was shot first. when 
they were shot or the type of bullets used 
JMU alumnus Jon lschinger li ved ' with 
O'Connell last year and w1th Olson two years ago. 
All three worked at Spanky's together. He said he 
was "obviously close to ea.ch of them." 
A private memorial serv1ce overseen b) 
Spanky's and members of the Kappa Alpha Order 
will take place at 8 p.m. Tuesday at Mill Creek 
Church of the Brethren on Port Republic Road, 
about five miles east of Harrisonburg 
" A lot of us will be auend1ng the funeral 
services. but we felt like we needed some cloloure, 
too," hchinger said 
JMU will hold a pubhc memorial serv1ce 10 the 
Wilson Hall auditorium ar 4 p.m. Wednesday. · 
In addition to th e memorial serviceli, the 
education department as helping to keep Olson's 
and O'Connell's memories alive by makang ptn<~ 
for students to wear this week. 
The pms are two red and yellow ribbons linked 
together, repre.,enung both Kappa Alpha's color' 
and love, according 1~ Steven Fairchild, professor 
of early childhood education. 
"The chain grew out of 
people wanting to do 
something right away. 
, 
Steven Fairchild 
professor of early childhood educataon 
Students enrolled in early childhood educataun 
classes with Olson worked together to mnke n 
paper chain in and around Roop Hall, the 
education building. The chain starts at what u'icd 
to be Olson's chair in one cla~~room and :.tretche:. 
through the building, around the outsade and back 
in to Olson's chair. 
The cham as "a way of letting her go and 
holding on to her," said Fa1rchild "The chain grew 
out of people want1ng to do something right 
away." 
Students will take down the chain today at 5:30 
p.m They will donate part of the chain to the 
'ictim'i' families and ome to Spanky's. A section 
w1ll remain on display in Roop Hall. and students 
wall bring some links to next week's memorial 
service 
Education profeso;ors invited counselors to come 
into education classrooms and speak to student" 
about the loss of Olson and O'Connell. 
Faarchild explained that death IS "part of an 
e'lperience of livang that affecl\ us. Death h a pan 
ol hfe. We're thinking about helping each other" 
Student!> were encouraged to vis ll the 
Counseling and Student Development Center 
while they are grieving, Fairch1ld said. 
Funeral 'ervice!l will be held Fnday for Ol..on ar 
her hometown in northern lllinOI!; ond Saturda) 
momang for O'Connell at hi\ hometown on Long 
bland, N.Y. 
Flood ____________________________________ _ 
contmued from page 1 
"everyone wanted to do it," she 'a1d. 
" It will be a mixture of 
entenainment all day long •· Music 
w1ll range from country and Southern 
· rock to,gol>pelto alternative, she said. 
Flood Aid mu sical gue!ltli 
donating their talents mclude local 
country groups Pony Express, 
Delmas Dean and Echo Star, 
Stonebridge and the Dry Run Band. 
as well as gospel sounds from Unated 
and Doug Goc: hennour Rotten 
Johnny, an alternative rock group, 
will perform. and Tommy Reynold'\ 
and Friends will add a folk-country 
t~ound to the afternoon's variety of 
music. 
" Nobody's making money, just 
the victims," Meadows said. 
In addition to the muo;1cal 
entenainment, there will also be an and Summat Tran~l. 
auction . Residents and local Anmher auc11on item is a state 
bu~me!>tses ------------ hi•.tor) booJ,.., The 
continue to donate t t Horn Bcwk of 
Hems to be • we can VtrgllliO H i.IIUf\', 
auctioned off, wuh a '>tgned no'te 
according to Dodd make a very big on the tnMde of the 
hems 1nclude a cover from Gov. 
number of gift dziffierence in the George Allen (R) 
cenaficates to area thanking the winner 
restaurants, D ten- lives oifpeople t'n for the dono110n 10 
speed bicycle, n the flood victams. 
canoe trip, a . " "Somebody'~ 
nainting from area our communzty. gonna love to hove 
&rtist Gary Saylor, that on thear coffee 
and 1 wo round-trip Ralph Jones table." Dodd said. 
aarhne ucketS and a United Way pres1dent All food sold nt 
five-night hotel concession stands 
stay anywhere in the continental at the event will be donated by 
United States, donated by U.S Aar Wampler Foods and Coca-Cola, 
.., 
nccordang to Dodd. 
When Page County United Wa) 
Prc~idem Ralph Jone .. announced the 
concert Sept 30. he said. "\\'l' 
wanted to provide a fun-tailed 
opportunity for our friends and 
neighbors to get together and help 
those victimized by this September'~ 
flood. 
"We apprec1ated the generoMty ol 
the musicians and entenainers. the 
food providers and everyone 
J onnting auction items, non 
perishable goods, and their time and 
money," Jones said. 
"We're doing it the united way -
where with everyone doing a little. 
we can make a very big difference an 
the lives of people in our 
community " 
-·-----w••--- ----- --- ------------~-----
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Residence hall may close for repairs this spring 
by Bnd JeDkias 
sta/[ writer 
At least one JMU residence hall is in need of 
renovations, and administrators are curnntly 
djscusslng when lhe building will be closed for 
repain. 
Converse Hall, a freshman residence hall 
housing I 57 students, has experie~ several 
plumbing problems, including clogged sinks. 
bathtubs and toilets. 
Renovation Is lhe only way all the problems 
can be remedied. "To fix the whole building. we 
would need to close it, gut it and put in new 
plu mblng and new walls." Director of 
Residence Ufe Magie Burkhan said. 
ORL and the Office of Facilities Planning 
were prepared to do just that, but the large 
number of freshmen caused a change in plans. 
Originally, Converse HaJJ was to be closed this 
semester for renovations. 
Renovating Converse Hall will take a 
~mester plus a summer to complete, Burkhart 
sa. d. 
Donald Cosgrove, director of facilities 
planning, sa.id discussions about lhe timeline of 
those renovations are .. underway ... He said they 
are msc:ussina several options, and the earliC$t 
renovations could begin is the end of this 
semester. 
1be timeline is contingent on several issues, 
mostly lhe impact on residents, he said. 
Burkhart said the availability of alternate 
housing is also an issue. 
Accontina 10 Cosgrove, a decision about the 
renovation timeline will be finalized next week. 
Sophomore Jeasica'Lewi~. second floor 
r~sident adviser. agrees the buildin.a needs 
repain. "The plumbing is ially bad," sbe sa.id. 
The pipes are aging 'and sometimes boles 
form, causing leaks. One bathroom above the 
TV lounge leaked into the lounge, and caused 
Lewis &aid standing water in bathtubs and 
sinks was "unsanitary" and needed repair 
because of thaL 
Jenrufer Frazier, Converse Hall resident, had 
a broken toilet in her bathroom. The toilet 
would not Oush and remained that way for four 
days. Water pressure in the building is also low, 
she said. 
Some residenlS also said the shower heads in 
the building are not fixed to the wall. causmg 
inconvenience 10 them. 
Beth Cooper, a Converse Hall resident wd 
some students have auempted to affix the 
shower heads to the wall using several methods, 
including nailing them up ... It's very 
inconvenient to hold them while you're taking a 
shower," she said. 
According to Lewis, mostly women 
complain about the shower heads because they 
are 110( convenienL 
According to graduate student Sangita Patel. 
hall director, lhe problems Converse is haVlna 
are not out of the ordinary. Most of the clozs 
have been caused by food in the sinks or hair in 
the bathtubs. 
ALL YSON BOP'EiliCDNribfldll8 pltototrDpltu 
Converse Hall is in the best condition 
possible, Patel said. Before move-in at the end 
of August, it was repainted and re-aarpeted, and 
new lighting was instaJJed in the TV and study 
lounges. 
One ol .... mllljor COII'IIIt .. l1 .. ol c........ .... ,.,dents .. .. .... llflC. Lellka .... 
claCI .. -1M ,..Dif ............... ..., be doeed ................... . 
minor damage to lhe lounge ceiling. the second floor were affected by various clogs. 
According to Carl Puffenbarger, operlbons Corissa Mastropieri, a Converse Hall 
manager, there are two plumbing leaks in resident, said her balhtub bad a clog that caused 
Converse HaJJ. A leak indicates the pipes are \VIIIc:r to scand in the tub for up to 30 minutes. 
failing or have • defect in them, he said. The clog was cleared once, but reappeaRld. 
Sophomore Micbelle Kendrick, third floor 
resident adviser, agreed with Patel, saying the 
problems are normal for a residence hall. '1t's 
not as bad as people maJce them out to be. The 
staff has cleared up problems as quickly as 
possible," she said. 
"Leaks impact other things more than .. It made it somewhat inoonvenient getting 
routine damage," he said. As for the other ready for classes, but we've grown to live with 
problems, Puffenbarger characterized them as it. .. Mastropieri said. 
''not unusual." $ince the problem was taken care of, 
In addition to the plumbing problems, 
several students complained about chippina 
paint visible in some rooms, closets and 
hallways. "It's kind of a mess," Mastropieri 
Even so, Converse needs to be renovated Masttopieri said there haven't been other clogs 
before other buildinp. he said. '1'bree rooms on in the room. r . see CONVERSE page 1.1 
Campaign Trail '96: 
a glimpse of election developments 
by Maait Welta' 
political repontr 
No More Mr. Nice Guy ••. 
Republican presidential nominee 
Bob Dole opened fire on the "'public 
ethics" of the Clinton administration 
in a speech in California Tuesday. 
Dole described the Clinton 
administration as "arrogant," "self-
serving" and laden with "ethical 
failures." 
"Public ethics is a public 
trust." Dole sa.id, "and wben it 
is violated, the damage is 
done to our nation, and our 
institutions and our idealism." 
Dole said his attack on 
Clinton was not a personal 
one, but "a public duty," to 
protect "the nature and dignity 
of the presidency itself." 
Dole urged the audience 
not to overlook what he called 
an .. integrity sap" in the 
Clinton adminiSlrltion. .. a gap 
between the low standards 
they have adopted and the 
hiJh honor that they hold," 
Dole said. 
In his remarks. Dole said tbe 
Clinton campaign bas been "slipping 
and slidina" on a number of alleged 
"public ethics" violations. 
He cited the 1993 firing of White 
House Travel Office veterans, 
Clinton's Whitewater dealings, the 
ordering of fBI files by White House 
Slaff memben, and the most rec::eo1 
atleplion of ICC:eptina comibutions 
from Asian businessmen that may 
baYe been lllepl. 
Par for tbe Course •.• 
Clinton said Dole's attacks are 
just par for the campaign course. 
.. You get beal up in the morning. 
you clear your head in lhe afternoon 
and get beat up again at night." 
Clinton sa.id during a round of aolf in 
Albuquerque, N.M., Tuesday. 
Tile preeident was in New Mexico 
Monday and Tuesday, preparing for 
Wednesday nisht's town hall-style 
years ago and we've worked hud to 
tnake it so," Clinton said. 
Nice Doggie ••• 
Vice President1al nominee Jack 
Kemp may baric, but will he bite? "I 
am not an attack dog," Kemp 
repeated on several talk shows this 
weekend. 
Some in the Republican party 
have criticized Kemp for not 
aggressively attacking Clinton's 
character, and especially 
for suggesting it was 
beneath the Dole campaign 
to dwell on the character 
issue in last week's Vice 
Presidential Debale. 
Allie Glen, a Dole-Kemp 
spokeswoman. said Kemp 
is "not uncomfortable at 
all" about questioning 
Clinton's character and 
sugaested Kemp may stan 
rajsing ethical questions 
this week. 
But in a speech Monday, 
• 
.;-·llli~lll Kemp stayed on the high 
road. "I'm not here to rag 
debate in San Diego. 
The Clinton administration 
dismissed Dole's attaeks as a lasl-
ditch effort to boost his campaign. 
1'1ley're getting very desperate," 
said Mike McCurry, White House 
spokesperson. 
Clinton said he isn't worried the 
attacks will stick either ... We've 
spent very little time worrying about 
our opponenu," Clinlon said. 
uy ou know what my view is, this 
country is beaer orr than it was four 
on the president," Kemp 
said, and focused most of his speech 
on economics. 
License to Vote ••• 
Nearly 9 million people have 
registered to vote since the "motor 
voter" law took effect in January 
1995, according to a new study 0\}t 
Tuesday. 
The study was prepared by tbe 
League of Women Voters and the 
National Association for the 
see CAMPAIGN page 9 
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RESTAURANT ~tAN AGE~ lENT 
We have an immediate need for an experienced Assistant Manager 
with prior supervisory experience in restaurant or fast food operation. 
We offer: 
• Competitive Salary 
• Major Medical/Dental 
• Frequent Bonus Opportunities 
• Patd Vacation and much more 
If you arc interested anJ feel this one's ror you send resume 
and~hJstoryto: ,,1 N s· liN. vvester tzz 
SKH ENTERPRJSES, INC. 
1101 Red Top Orchard Road 
EOE Waynesboro, VA 22980 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
INUIUSUd ill ktlpiNG? 
HAYI MUll rhu? 
Ciriu•• AGAIMT SouAl AsSAulT 
Is ••c:auiri~~q. 
CAll us AT 4J4-2272 
kla MOill i•foa•ario•. 
-Olde Mill Village 
• 
COLDWeLL 
BAN~eRO 
HORSLEY AND 
CONSTABLE 
AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS . 
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.) 
AMENITIES GALORE: 
• Pedal on the level -no hills to climh or interstate to cross. 
• Only four bloch to campu\. 
• Energy efficient heat pump'i 
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
• Mini-blind'\ on all wmdow~. 
• Basketball courts. 
• Paved parking spaces. 
• Pre-wired for telephone. 
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room. 
• Deadboltlocks and door viewers on all apartments. 
• Well lit parking lot and walkways. 
I 
• Convenient bus service to campu. & Valley Mall. 
• Full time management and maintenance. 
• No sliding patio doors. 432-9502 
c?;;;ay ;;;;zsy; ;or a~i;;;s Mi (7,/e. 
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Pay raise funds vary between JMU's colleges 
available yeL . by Suzanne Compton 
senior writtr 
Even though the Virgirua General 
Assembly approved a salary increa~ 
based on merit for fu ll-time faculty 
and administrators at JMU, not all 
colleges are allocated money through 
the same process. 
According to Jackson Ramsey, 
CISAT provost, ClSAT's pay ra.ise 
funding is calculated separately 
because at IS cons1dered a separate 
division of the university. 
Faculty and-Pay Ralites 
"DDM' VAGawoU 2 .... 
The College of Ans and Letters, 
the College of Business, the College 
of Education & P~ychology and the 
College of Science and Mathematics 
are considered one division of the 
university while CISAT is considered 
a second d1v1sion. 
JMU President Ronald Carrier 
petitioned the General Assembly to 
make CISAT a separate division of 
the university and that is why its 4 
percent pay raise is calculated 
separately, Obersc said. 
~ I JMU I (11 .. ......, 
~~ PftMJit)Kiaw•••=; CISAT was established as a 
separate college because it is 
innovative. new and does not operate 
as a traditional college at JMU, 
Oberst said. 
Ramsey oversees CISAT. and 
Obersc oversees the other four 
colleges, Ramsey saJd. 
CIMr 
O..cithebrO I Ill 
\} 
Merit money will be allocated 
based on the total faculty and 
adminiStrator p3y for each of the two 
divisions. The General Assembly 
requires the 4 percent merit-based 
raise will be effective Dec. I. 'fhis 
percentage is calculated separmely 
forCISAT 
According to Bethany Ober!lt. 
v1ce president of academ1c aff:urs. 
CISAT's 4 percent pay ra1se is 4 
percent of the total amount of money 
earned by faculty and administmtion 
within CISAT. The other fou r 
colleges at JMU receive 4 percent of 
the total amount of money made 1n 
their college. 
After Oberst gives the pay raise 
funding to che colleg~. the deans of 
the colleges d1s1ribute the money 
equally to depanment heads. 
All faculty members then receive 
money according to the merit pay 
system. The sa lary increase for 
faculcy under merit pay is determined 
by a performance evaluation 
conducced in each deparcment. 
Oberst said. The faculty are annually 
evaluated 1n che areas of teachutg. 
)Cholarshlp and serv1ce. The higher 
the1r performance, the more of a raise 
they receive. 
F.IIUity& 
Admuu '>tr .It ton 
l . 
time faculty will also receive a raise. 
but that money comes from a 
separate fund and the process IS 
different for rccc1ving a rruse. Oberst 
said. 
Oberst diStributes tht pay raise 
funding she receives from the state to 
each college, based on this 4 percent 
'figure. but no information on how 
much each college will rece1ve is 
Anyone hired chis fall is not 
eligible for a raise. 
According to a JMU press release. 
classified employees will rece1ve a 
4.35 percenc across-the-board salary 
increase Clas!iified employees 
1nclude secretaries, maintenance 
wor~ers, food service workers and Classiried employees and part -
Student involvement with 
boar-d of visitors varies at 
universities ac~oss Virginia 
by Courtney Crowley 
staff writer 
Everybody answers to a higher authority, and Virginia 
state universities are no exception. 
AU state-funded universities are governed by a board 
of visicors. According to "The Manual of the Board of 
Visitors of JMU,'' the board ts responsible by statute for 
overseeing the effective government of the university. 
"The Board is the ultimate governing body of che 
universicy,'' fred Hilton, director of media relations, said. 
The IS board members serve four-year teans. They 
are appointed by the governor of Virginia and confirmed 
by the General Assembly 
"There is a pretty good cross · represencation of 
Virginians, alumni, businessmen and people from all 
walks of life on the Board," Hilton said 
In addition co the Board members, one JMU studenc 
sits on the Board in a non-voting capacity as a 
representative of the student body . The student 
representative for 1996-'97 is Faithea Flowers, a senior 
small business management and manet1ng major. 
flowers got her position on the Board through an 
application and interview process conducted by the 
Board. She attends a majority of che Board meetings and 
makes it her job to get out to as many organization 
meetings as possible so she can fully understand the 
interests of JMU scudents. 
"I find out whal che concerns or JMU students are 
and relay them back 10 the Board,'' Flowers said. 
'The Board is very concerned about the students in 
general Although I have no vote, being able to answer 
the Board's questions aboul the students IS almost like 
. having a voce. I am a voioe for the students of JMU." 
Colleges in this country can be compared to ciny 
nations where students are the citiL.Cns - they can vote 
for who chey want to govern chem through SOA 
elections, and pay "taxes" in the form of ruicion. College 
administrations are structured like tbe federal 
government with executive, legislative and judicial 
branches. Just like the federal govemmenl, power is 
delegated by the handful of officials to the masses, whjch 
means very few college students ever bear witness to 
power being carried out at the very top. 
But flowers is among che few who sees the power ac 
the cop, and she thinks this posicion has been beneficial 
to her. " I like seemg JMU from chis aspect. Many 
students don't gee to see JMU run from this level, buc it's 
a great opportunity for any student to have." 
All Board meetings, excluding the executive 
committee meetings, are open to the pubhc. There are 
rive standing committees that meet in October, 
December and August. The commiuees include 
Athletics, Audit. Education and Student Life, and 
Finance and Physical Development. Their purpose is to 
determine the overall status of the university. 
Board members, committee members and members . 
of the administration including Bethany Oberst, vice 
president of academic affairs, attended meecings in 
Chandler Hall Oct. II . Students present included 
Flowers and SOA prestdent Dave Bak.er. 
Virginia law mandates certain criceria for both Board 
of Visitors and commirtee meetings. However, there are 
also subtle differences in the manner in which each 
Virginia school handles its meetings. One of chose 
differences is in the degree of student Interaction wich 
their respecttve boards of visicors. 
For instance, most Virginia schools have at least one 
non-voting student representative on the board of 
visitors, although they are not required to have any at all. 
George Mason University has a syscem s1milar to 
JMU's. "We have a swdenc representative thar we 
require to auend all meetings, and they are non-voltng 
members," Laura Massie. GMU media rela11ons 
spokesperson, said . 
The Board of Visitors at the College of William & 
Mary, does not have a sludenl representative. 'The board 
uses a liaison committee system and meets with a 
representative student body group." W &M 
Administrative ASSIStant Sandy Wilms said. uwe have 
never had an individual representative." 
Jim Kelly, the secretary to the board at W&M said 
see STUDENT page 1.1 
G.G. SMITH/.ftllff cmw 
other staff. 
ll's pos~1ble for a faculty member 
to be denied a salary mcrease bAsed 
on h1s or her performance evalunllon. 
buc it' s unlikely. nccording to 
Ramsey. 
Some faculty and administrator" 
'<iew the merit pay sy~tem as a way . 
to reward and motivate faculty. 
"A merit system is a good reward 
for those [faculty and administration) 
who work ," sajd Stephen Stewart, 
health science department head. 
''Those who do moTe, get more - I 
beheve in that." 
Ramsey sa1d, " Making salary 
decisions is a difficult and emotional 
decision. There will never be a 
process that satisfies everyone who is 
participating.·· 
Meric pay rewards facuhy for 
doing well and. at the same ume. 
benefits thestudents by prov1d1ng 
them with a beUer education, Ramsey 
said. 
The GeneraJ Assembly is movtng 
toward a system in which all state 
institutions base faculty and 
adnunistration salaries on mcnt pay. 
Ramsey said. 
In past years, the Gene ral 
As'\embly required pay raises be 
mcnt pay-based and other years, the 
General A~sembly required a 
combination of ment pay and an 
across-the-board salary increase. 
which give all facuhy and 
adminiscration the same percencage 
of salary increase. 
Oberst said because of the 
d1ffere nce tn the ducies of 
administmtors and faculty. there is a 
need co move to a more precise way 
of evaluating the expectations and 
obj ectives of boch faculty and 
admimstmllon . A more standardized 
plan across the university 1S a goal 
for evaluating faculty and 
administratio~ . 
I 
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Opportunities to: 
• explore. undersfanlt and 
continue to deline your own 
style ofleadershlp: 
• ~ain 11n 11wareness of mora/and 
d.hical dilemmas lilced by Cllmpus 
administrators; 
Program open to 
students entering 
the Spring or 
thor junior year. 
Minimum GPA: 3.0 
Green Valley's 
SaCurdav, October 19,9 a.111.- 5 p.a. 
Sunday;october210- 12 noou • S p.•. 
FEATURING ROCK. SOUL. CLASSIC. EASY LISTENING. 
JAZZ. COUNTRY & GOSPEL. SOUNDTRACK$. ETC. 
• explo,. atdtudes regarding higher uluatlon; 
Over 25,000 LPs, plus 45s. The only place to find that 
classic LP or single hom years gone oy. Wholesale priced 
to everyone. Also 5000+ comics. 
• obsuw decision making, proJect deYelopmtJnt. 
resourr:ll m11~ent and much, much fTIOI"ee 
Applications Bllllilable in 
The Madison ludershlp ~, Taylor 205. 
Application dudiiM: N()Wti77/Ju 11. 
LOCATED 2 MILES FAST Or MT. CRAWFORD. VA. BETWEEN 
HARRISONBURG & STAUNTON. rROM JMU TAKE 1·81 SOUTH 
TO EXIT 240. TURN EAST ON RT.682 TO RT.68t . FOLLOW TH[ 
GREEN VALLEY SIGNS. ONLY I I 2 MILES OFF 1'81 . NOW 
ACCEPTING 'VISA & MAST[RCARD. ALWAYS BUYING. 
Call Jeff or Bev Evans at (540) 4344260 for more information. 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20 thru SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26 
. 
Sunday 10120 Monday 10121 Tuesday 10122 Wednesday 10123 Thursday l0/24 Friday 10/25 - Sarurday. l0/26 ~ 
Otaneal, Smmbted Ens Vqcunan Chill Gatdeo Vqccablc Soup Cream of Broceoli Soup Chicken Noodle Soup 
. New EnaJand Clam GriiS 
Sausaae Paay. Frendl Tout 8ccf .t Bc:ln Burrito Fteoctt Dip Sm.twitb Soft Sbdl BeerTaco Sloppy Joe Sand'NlCh Olowder Scrambled Ea&• 
MUICSIOoe Soup Eadllllda Sauce Cbictaa IBbaUl Cauerole Gardea Quidle Wq Din&s Fllb SandwiCb Ham I ffalcb Tout 
Roul Boef /Gnvy ~Nugeu Scuoocd Pocalo w.saa Com Maa101ll .t Cbme Nacho Bu Cram of POCIIIO Soup 
Mulled Powoa Batod BeaDs Pas Grem BeaDs Broccob Sp&IUSh Rice Hot Turtey SaftdWICb 
Broecoll, Seallopcd Apples Califorma Wodley Caubflowu Mixed Vqccables StcltrCd Tomtoes Scm1inlYWI M!Aed ~POCIIOCS 
D&lliJh. Bacels llllim Grem Beans Vqeubles P~ta~ 
IIStian Green Bans 
Nooc11e R.omanotr Vqetarim Burrito Pmlo Elldliladas Vqm Macarool Dumcr Vqcu.nan Sloppy Jot l..eo&il Sle'lll wUb 
Mushroom~ 
Naebo Bu Vetel:l.ni.D Cbili 
COWllly Scyle Sec! Hooey Dijoa Cbitt:eo TwteyCW. ,e:.....;.r$~ O:uekcn Parmc:ao Rout Sirloin WCd!DSoup 
Coumty Cram nvy Samcd Shrimp w/ Copeobaceo S.ucc Beef SteW I BIICWI Scampi 1fllh PaSQ Swec~ .t Sow Cuc.teo 
Vqaa.rim J..uaaDa Rice Beef S IJ'Iom TipS 8ut&lo W'IIICS Row!, Baked Pott~oes Madra.~~ Subt 
Au Gntin Pow.oa Broceoll Noodles Foot Lo~~e HOI Dop P~ta~ .t Carrots Broccoli Race 
Cauhf1owcr Com Camlts o.,.....ntsub lii!WI Mw:d Vqeubtes Glazed Canots GftlalBelm 
Pc:as .t MUJIIrooall Luna Beans Fraldl Fried Pow.ocs Sauce ltallame PolyDeliaD Canoes Com oa !be Cob 
Cbk.kasa Savory Rice .t Spiudl Blk.t Batod Four Bean c.-role Pda I TomaiO Hctb S1110r Baked Rice with Beans a Fetal ell Vqellriul £a Roll MeatSiuta Vttaables 
~~~,,. ~r ~~;~~!E BAR 
CAll AN ORDER IN ~ Cl\ Ul Espresso - Cappuccino 
AHEAD FOR PICK UPI ~oOwN '-'1110im ' Bakery Items 
..... ~ow~M~I~~~~~~--~ .. ~~~--ii~~~T~O~O~C~O~O~L:!----ii .. ;=~ THE SNACK BAR AT CISAT ·· ··········•······•······•••··•·········•·•·· LUNCHTIME : MONDAY - FRIDAY 
-
~ • .....t. •• £:1- 17 1 OQ~ A 
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HURSDAY 
e Preparina for an Interview workshop, Sonner Hall, 
Office of Career Services, I 0-11 a.m. 
e Alternatives to Laboratory Careers, Sonner Recepuon 
Hall, 4-6 p.m. 
e EARTH meeting. Taylor HaJJ, rm. 400, 5 p.m. 
e Baptist Student Union Thursday Night Fellowship. 
Baptist Student Center, 5:30 p.m. 
e Madison Mediators meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall lobby, 
6p.m. 
e Fellowship dinner and New Life Singers, Wesley 
Foundation, 6 p.m. Details: Ben, 434-3490. 
e "Dates and Squares" with Professor Gordon Ma.o;on of 
Univer;ny of New Brunswick, Burruss Hall, rm. 130, 7 p.m. 
e A Ntghl at Taylor Down Under with free billiards and 
live entertainment, 7 p.m. 
e "The Tin Drum," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre, 7 and 9:30p.m., $2. 
e Muslim CoalitiOn meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311, 8 p.m. 
Details: Shabana or LaTaya, x7746. 
e Campus Crusade for Christ meeting, Miller Hall, rm. 
101,8p.m. 
e Benjamin Trohan, Taylor Down Under stage. 
9-10:30 p.m .• free. 
(FRIDAY 181 
e Baptist Student Union Friday Night Bible Study, Baptist 
Student Center, 7 p.m. 
e "The Road Warrior," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre, 7 9:30 p.m., $2. 
. !SATURDAY 191 
e Parade of Champions, presented by Marching Royal 
Dukes. Bridgeforth Stadium, gates open 7:15 a.m .. adults $6, 
senior citizens and students $3. Tickets available at gate. 
• Walton's Mountain Crafter's Pair with crafts. art, jewel-
ry, paintings, furniture and more, Walton's Mountain Store in 
Nelson County, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Details: (804) 263-4566. 
e 'The Road Warrior," sponsored by UPB. Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $2. 
!SUNDAY lOI 
e Walton's Mountain Crafter's Fair with crafts, an, jewel-
ry, paintings, furniture and fTIOI'e, Walton's Mountain Store in 
Nelson County, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Details; (804) 263-4566. 
e Catholic Campus Ministry mass, CCM House, II a.m. 
and5 p.m. 
e Sunday Celebration, spon.c;ored by Presbyterian Campus 
Ministry, PCM Center, 5 p.m. 
e Lutheran Student Movement worship and fellowship, 
Moody Hall Lounge, 6 p.m. 
e The Bluestone yearbook meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall, 
rm. 217,7:30 p.m. Details: Sonal, x6541. 
e Phi Sigma Pi chapter meeting, Zane Showker HaJJ, nn. G-
7, 8:30p.m. Details: Becky, 433-2461, or Shannon, x7236. 
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Number of evening 
meals American adults 
cook at home in an 
average week (not 
including heating 
prepackaged meals, 
reheating leftovers or 
take-out): 
Students respond In daylong protest· 
to privatization of Pakistani education 
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan - Students aligned to one of 
Paktstan's hardline religious groups burned cars, attacked 
police and chanted anti-government slogans Tuesday during 
a daylong protest in the eastern city of Lahore. 
The .students were protesting a government decision to 
privatize Pakistan· s educational institutions . 
Liaqat Baluch, a spokesman for Jamaat-e-Islami, a small, 
but well-organized religious party. said private education 
would dilute Pakistan's Islamic traditions kept alive by the 
educational system. 
One of Jamaat-e-lslami' s big fears was that Roman 
Catholic prie11ts and nuns, who ran several prestigious 
schools in Pakistan before nationalized education, would 
regain control, Baluch said. 
He said it would give the country's minority Christians an 
opportunity to propagate their religion, something that is 
forbidden in Islamic Pakistan. 
.. ll will let the Christians run the schools and let them 
preach their religion," he said. 
Demonstrators chanting anti-government slogans 
marched down one of the main boulevards in Lahore, 
stopped in front of the provincial legislature and threatened 
to stonn it, witnesses said. 
Police moved in and tear gassed the crowd of 2,.500. 
They also attacked three different police stations, stole the 
weapons from two police officers and abducted a third, 
police said. However, the policeman was returned unharmed. 
They said several people were arrested. There were no 
injuries. 
Recently, Jamaat-e-lslami has been trying to mobilize a 
one-million person march on the federal capital of 
Islamabad, to take place Oct. 27, to force Prime Minister 
Benazir Bhutto's government to resign. 
-APIDeWiftader newsltnlce 
pool under new management 
Former and current female employees 
sue Chevron for sex discrimination 
SAN FRANCISCO - More than 750 current and former 
female Chevron employees are suing the oil giant, 
contending it unfairly hired, promoted and gave top projects 
to men over women. 
The closely watched sex discrimination sujt follows last 
year's $2.2 million out-of-court settlement on related sexual 
harassment claims. That settlement was one of the largest 
award.' in a h~ sment case against a major corporation. 
The current class-action lawsui t, expected to affect 
similar suits against other companies, contends Chevron 
routinely passed over qualified women for promotions and 
gave male counterparts salaries as much as $80,000 higher. 
Bonnie Chaikind, a spokeswoman for San Francisco-
based Chevron Corp .. said the company docs not tolerate or 
encourage discrimination against women. 
The jury was expected to begin sometime this week and 
last several months. 
In the sexual harassment suit, filed in 1992, four female 
computer specialists working for Chevron Information 
Technology Co. in San Ramon, cast of San Francisco, said 
they turned on thetr computers to graphtc images of a man 
masturbating and a message reading: "We Love All our 
CITC Cuties," the suit said. 
The women also endured sexual advances by their 
managers and co-workers, according to Kathryn Dickson, 
their lawyer. When they complained, the company began 
monttoring their phone calls and e-mail and installed a 
surveillance camera outside the office of one woman, the suit 
said. 
Under the settlement , one woman from CITC was 
awarded S 1.3 million, another $500,000. The other two were 
awarded $200,000 each. The women have since left the 
company or been laid off. 
-APinewsftnder news service 
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, 1-f E -a- 0 F F P C E presents ... Recy FOOSBALL & POOL TOURNAMENT 
October 23, 1996 
Registration is 5-7 p.m. 
Making ne apers from 
twice as_. .... :...:. energy as 
fibers uses 
paper. 
Sat., Oct. 19 • Sun., Oct. 20 •Mon. , Oct. 21 
Prizes awarded, depending on en~ furt211 event. 
Couples and single players are invited. 
For more information, call 574-9975 
"If you think you're w-ood, PROVE rr." 
FRIENDS 
DON'T LET 
FRIENDS 
DRIVE 
DRUNK. 
... .___."--' 
~RGET 
your 
advertising 
dollars! 
The Breeze can help you 
reach 12,000 students 
and 1,500 faculty and 
staff! 
Call 568-6127 for more 
informalion on advertising 
in The B~ec:.e. 
I 
COMPUTER SCIENCE and 
BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
GRADUATING· SENIORS: 
CltecJc Out PUfJNUM tecltnology, inc • 
We will be at campus interviewing on 
Monday, October 28th • 9am·Spm 
Go to the Career Planning Center and check us out! Or better yet, visit our Web site at http://www.platinum.com 
to see what we have to offer! 
It's time to enter the "real world.• Instead of gettmg your feet wet at some "entry-level· JOb, we 
suggest divmg into something a little deeper and more challenging. And rewarding!! I We'll 
show you how we can start you on an exciting career-using your unique ideas and tal-
ents. 
We are looking for graduates who would be interested in developing and supporting 
I 
leading-edge software products. Come check us out and see If you have 
the qualifications necessary to become a part of this dynamic and 
innovative company. 
We not only have exceptional benefits (medical, dental, vision, life, matching 
401 (k), stock options) but we also offer tuition reimbursement, flexible hours AND a 
casual dress environment. 
If you are unavailable on October 28th, you can send yO\Ir resume directly to us at: 
PlATINUM· 
TECHNOLOGY 
AHn: Steve-.IM-10/96 
404 Wyman Street, Suite 320 • Waltham, MA 02254-9748 
Fax: (617) 736·1651 • •·maih stafflng@platlnum.com 
PLATINUM is an affirmative octton, oquaJ opportunity ompfoyor. 
Pollee log ___ _____:, _ __ _ 
cootmued m>m Pllfle 3 
• Uoidelllifted Wdvtcbds alegecly stole a bladt with 
gre_en letl8ring Nshild 21·speed men's mountai'l bike, 
serial No. H010..22572, JMU stic;t(er No. 253, valued 
aJ $125, from Fredriksen Hal at9 p.m. Oct. 14. 
Destruction of Public Property 
~ Unideobfied ilcfrvlduals anegedly broke a Window 
tn a room at th4t Kappa Sigma fraternity house at 
4:50p.m. Oct 12. 
• Unidentified individuals aneged~ kicked a room 
door above the door knob, splitting the door just 
above and below the latch 111 BeU Hall at 3:12am. 
Oct. 13. 
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly painted •AKL 
Ru.les• In black and gold spray paint on the bnck 
adjacent to the front door of the Alpha Sigma Alpha 
soronty house at4 20 p.m. Oct 13. 
• Unidentllled IndiVIduals allegedly painted "LXA 
sucks"ln black spray pamt on the front of the Lambda 
Chi Alpha fraternity house at 9:53p.m. Oct. 14. 
Deatructlon of Private Property 
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly damaged a 
1990 Ford Es<:OO GT In H--lolat 2:32a.m Oct. 13. 
The damage consisted ol two dents on the 
dnver's side door. Witnesses observed a van door 
open into the Escort: 
An investigabon oonbnues. 
Underage Consumption of Alcohol 
• A student was charged judicially With underage 
consumption ol alcohol at the north s1de of Hillside 
Han at 1:28 a.m. Oct 12. 
Harnsonburg Rescue Squad responded for 
medical assistance. 
• A student was charged judicially wilh underage 
consumption of alcohol in Shorts Hall at 12.50 p.m. 
Oct 12. 
Number of drunk In pubHc oharges since Aug. 27. 41 
NtJmber of pari<mg Uckets Issued between Oct. 8 and 
Oct. 14' 1053 
Campaign ________ _ 
contmued from page 3 
Ad.vancemcnt of Colored People, and they 
es11matc another 6 million new voters will 
register by lhe end of 1996. tallying 1 S million 
!lCw vote.rs. lfthis"llappens. it will be the largest 
1~crease 10 voters during nny two-year period in 
h1story. 
The motor voter law automaucally registers 
people to vote when l.hey receive or renew a 
driver's license. 
Out of 1\mes ••• 
The Dole campaign has st ruck a sour 
musical note for the second time this campaign 
season Dole fi rst got into trouble when his 
campajgn transformed the song "Soul Man" 
into ~fe man," and played it at raJiies, until 
the publlsher"'of "Soul Man" issued Dole's 
campaign a cease-and-desist letter ordering him 
to stop playing the song. 
Last week Dole tried another musical 
selection, playing Bruce Springsteen's "Born in 
the USA." at a Republican rally in New Jersey. 
WE HAVE 
MAKE·UP, 
MASKS 
& 
EVERYTHING 
YOU'LL 
NEED I 
Springsteen was not enthused. "Ju<;t for the 
record, I'd like to make it clear that (the song] 
was used without my perm1 ~ion, and I am not 
a supporter of the Republican ticket," 
Spnngsteen said in a statement he faxed to the 
Asbury Parle Press. 
The Youth Vote •• . 
The latest MTV "Choose or Loose" poll of 
18- to 29-year-olds has Clinton lc:aWng Dole by 
2S percentage poinLS. If the election were held 
today, .53 percent said they would vote for 
Clinton, and 28 percent said they would vote 
for Dole. 
Surprisingly, 13 percent said they would 
vote for Reform Party Candidate Ross Perot, 
which is a considerably higher number then lhe 
4 percent Perot has been averaging in surveys 
of the general public. 
On the campaign trail is compiled from a 
combination of TheWashington Post, USA 
Today. CNN and Associated Press wirt 
sourcts. 
Glen's Fair Store, Inc. 
Harrisonburg's Most 
Unusual Store 
187 North Main St. 
Harrison~~'i: VA Phone:4 272 
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SGA allocates funds 
to two campus groups 
.. Contingency is studenlS' money to go to help 
tudents." 
Phillips then mode an amendment to the bill, 
rcducmg lhe fundtng to $1 ,860, which would 
account for revenue the group has collected. 
The amendment was occ.:cpted "'ith no debate. 
The b11l passed at $1.860. 
In re!\ponse to the quco;uon'i about 
constitutionality. SGA Pr~sidcnt Duvtd Raker 
s•ud the b1ll also hru. to be passed by the SGA 
Executtve Council ut its mcelin~ Thursduy 
Senators allocated $~50 tn EQUAL. a 
women's rights organi1.ai10n. The rundmg is lor 
a brochure 1~ group plans to puhli,h. 
The bill sunes the brochure will be u~l'<l ·•w 
esfucate all JMU studems. faculty and 'itafl on 
the opportunities available through "'omen'<; 
issue org:mil411ions." 
EQUAL originally requ~ted S 1,000. but the 
Finance Committee cut the funds to SM.50 
because the group is domg a lund miser that h 
expected to ra1se S 150 
The bill pa.~sed alter no debate. 
Also at the meeting: 
• Otego Bellton and Anna Kann Kullman 
addressed the senators about the lntcrnauonal 
Students Association. 
The organization helps intemauonaJ tudenlS 
adjust to the culture they encounter here. 
Kullman said. "Sometimes. they feel out of 
place and homesick." 
Beltron appealed for SGA's help '" having 
more international student representation on the 
senate. "Getting more representatives on 
campus would help a lot." he sa~d 
• Director of Class Governments K1m Wilson 
announced the senior class treasurer, Ke lly 
Sheeran. has resjgned. Applications wi II be 
accepted from seniors interested tn fi lling the 
position. Sheeran resigned as senior class 
treasurer after being named Speaker Pro 
Tempore of SGA. 
going on this 
FRIDAY 
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This famous jazz guitarist has 
appeared on numerous Til 
programs, as well as the movie "Blind 
Date" with Bruce Willis & Xim 
Basinger 
~--......... 
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Student ________ _ 
continued from P1!f1e 5 
their student committee is made up of five 
underp'lduate and grlduate studenu. 
WclM students don'l have a vote on the 
boa~d, bul Kelly_ sai_d, .. We have a slrong 
feehng thai lhts ts a more effective 
representation with the students as opposed to 
having an individual" 
B~ker said he thinks Flowers is just as 
effecttve as a committee ... , think Faithea's 
voice ts considered, and the Board really listens 
to her concerns." 
At Mary Washington College, Elise Balkin 
is the single student representative to lhe Board. 
She is also the SGA president At MWC, there 
is no application process - the two pos1r.ions 
overlap. 
Balkin said lhere IS some extra work 
involved in preparing Board reports and 
auending Board meetings on lop of her dulies 
as SGA president 
~Ther~ are pluses and minuses in my 
posillOn. h s good to have the separation of 
power. but I abo feel that it's beneficial to have 
connections and a better perspective on the 
inter workings of everything," she said 
Board ______ _ 
continued from pege 5 
been out of school for mon: than three years. 
The Board approved the change. 
• JMU President Ronald Carrier addressed the 
Boald Friday reaardinathe changes being made 
lo JMU's General Education program. 
Accordina to a staaement, Carrier said the new 
proaram .. can be one of the finest such 
~in America." • 
'The new system will be administered in a• 
clustered approKh and will allow students to 
take CO'.nes in five required areas of swdy wilh 
a limited number of course options. 
'The cwmlt liberal arts system, in place since 
the earty 1970s, is set up so students can choose 
from a la')e offering of courses. Bul the courses 
in the new system will be sequentially related 
Kelly stressed the importance of students 
forging friendships w1th board members. 
·'The studenu have more awareness if they 
respect the board members and develop 
relationships with them," Kelly said. ''These 
friendships could help later on when the 
students need a reference or a contact." 
Aowers said she did not become interested 
in the board just for possible connections. "I 
didn't even think about that when I applied I 
was just interested in the job." 
Baker thinks JMU'' system works well. 
"It's gocxl to include as many students in lhe 
process as possible. I work well with Faithea; 
she's good al what she does. It's good to have a 
JY.>int of view not linked to the SGA." 
Aowers wants to get students involved with 
the Board. '7here will be an opportunity in lhe 
spring where studentS can come to Board 
meetings and ~ how the university is run. 
'1'he student attendance is very low, and 
it's something that studenu need to seek out if 
they want to become involved. 
"We need to get the word out, but the 
awareness is more widespread than it was four 
years ago," Aowers said. 
Converse __ _ 
continued from page 3 
said about the chippmg paint m her clo3d. 
Abby Jones, Converse HaJJ resident. said she 
has not noticed major chipping paint 1'here's 
chipping painl in the halls but nothing really 
bad." 
Accordina to Burkhart, the chippina paint 
can' t be fix.ed immediately. "We can ' t do 
anything other than plaster, repair and repaint," 
she said. 
According to Lewis, the building is in living 
- condition and the university WOfted hard to aet 
it thai way. 
'1'hey're doing everythinalhey can," Lewis 
said. "It wouldn't be open if not for the grar 
number of freshmen, btll it would be a bigger 
problem if they didn't have the hall open." 
Free Selected Appetizer 
with the purchase 
of any 2 entrees. 
Daily specials all week long! 
Come on by ... the party's already in progress 
Resercxztions Accepted • 574-3644 •1221'Forest Hill Rd. 
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Semester in London offers 
opportunity to study artists 
by JIIDit Katmman 
conJributing writer 
For three honor students. earning class credu 
meant spending their spring semesters in 
Europe. intemcting with and studying the treet 
artists of London as pan of the Semester 
Abroad Program in London. 
Juniors Leila Aridi, Wendy Brodsky and 
Kerry Hun presented the sixth lecture In the 
Brown Bag Series lilled "A Sketch of London 
Street Artists" in Hillcrest House Wednesday 
About 25 students attended. 
The presenters each read their portions of a 
thlee-part paper illustnuing who the artists are, 
why they make art a part of their lives, and 
what and where they perform. 
.. We enjoyed [giving) the presentation 
thoroughly," Aridi said. "I think the students 
enjoyed it It was energetic and upbeat and was 
on a topic that a lot of people don' t know a lot 
about in the States." 
In addition to hearin& the paper. the 
audience viewed a videotape showing scenes 
from London with the various street anists at 
work. 
The three students interviewed 20 
performers, 90 percent of them male, Aridi said. 
Brodsky said 98 percent of the anists 
petfonn out of their love of art Jn addition, she 
learned that 60 percent of the individuals they 
interviewed held other jobs while the remaming 
40 percent relied on their an as their only 
means of financial support 
Aridi explained the street artisu were a "pan 
of London culture enjoyed by the masses." The 
artisiS had noc acquired wealth and fame, but 
they were still apprecialed by the fans that 
gathered around them in the stteeU. 
Audience member Andy Ward, a senior 
history major, said, "The presentation was 
informative both about street artisu themselves 
and also about culture in London. I learned a 
few things that will help me when I visit." 
Hurt discussed the difference belween street 
anisu in the United States and those in London. 
She observed that the United States doesn ' t 
receive artists in the same way. "The (United 
States) has a tendency to classify arttsts as 
worthless." 
Hurt pointed out that whether the artists 
were corporate ex.ecutives or homeless people. 
each Individual they interviewed accepted their 
positions in life and vowed to live Within their 
means. 
The presenters pointed out that street artists 
in London must obtain permits to set up their 
acts. whether it be drawing, singing, comedy, 
etc. The artists must present their act in front of 
a clly board and then be considered for 
approval 
If the artists perform without permits. the 
London police will ask them to leave, Hun said. 
Freshman audience member Kimberly 
Housh, a theatre and dance major, sa~d, "Just 
listening to the presenters and hearing their 
experiences just makes me want to ao [to 
London] . It sounds like an excellent 
opportunity." 
Joanne Gabbin, director of the Honors 
Program, said, "'The presentation was a 
wonderful opportunily for students to be 
informed of their fellow studenu' ellperiences 
but also to encourage students to take on those 
experiences themselves. But mostly, their 
purpose was to give students information. 
whether they travel abroad or not." 
Students may become part of the Honors 
Program by achieving a minimum 3.25 average 
and then by submittina an essay for 
consideration by its staff, Gabbin said. 
Anyont' inruuttd in tht SttMstu in Londotl 
program should contact Paul Strut Houst at 
x6419. 
THE MADISON LEADERSHIP CENTER 
PHSENn 
(REAnNG EXCELLENT 0RGANIZAnONS 
A WORIICSHOP FOR JMU S'I'UDIMT ORGANI%AftONS 
WED., OCTOBER 2J 7:JOPM 
COMMUNICAnON VIA THE INTERNET: 
DESIGN A DBIRiaunGN LIST FOR ME.M8IRS 
WED., OCTOBER JO 7:JOPM 
FUNDRAISING FOR YOUR ORGANJZAnON: 
SUGGIJ'I'IONS FOR SUCCESSFUL RIVEMUI 
WED., NOVEMBER CS 7:JOPM 
ORGANIZAnGN EXPOSURE ON THE WEB: 
LEARN HOW TO DESIGN A HOMEPAGE 
CALL 1MI MADISON UADERIID <INTER 
XGSJI FOit MORE DETAILS 
I 
-~-Th_u~-~o-~-~7._1"6-~~~-~~~j EDITORIAL]~~~~~~~~ 
$o ... w~Ar ~n.Y 
KA ~ 1He 6ttNr. ~)JE" 
W~61 . 
Fefir·of government overdone 
Anti~government sentiment lies at the very foundation of the American political spirit. Distaste for tyranny drove the colonists to rebel 
against the British and form a new republic based 
ostensibly on democratic ideals. Although Americans' 
antagonistic relationship with their government 
continues to serve as a healthy check Qn its power, fear 
and hatred of Washington is out of control in the 1990s. 
albeit halfheartedly, the possibility the jetliner fell to a 
U.S. military missile and the government then launched 
a massive coverup to hide the mistake. Another 
example is the entertainment industry popularizing the 
idea that Washington possesses evidence of alien li fe in 
the form of wreckage ~nd corpses but has lied to the 
American people about theit existence. More profane is 
the theory that Federal agents triggered the deadly 
Another event in a long, 
unsettling chain of anti~government 
activity occurred last week in the 
placid mountams of West Virgmia. 
Unlike Oklahoma Ctty. Waco and 
Ruby Ridge, the Feds tn 
Clarksburg, W.Va., \\.ere able to 
fotl the radicals' plans before any 
blood was ~plllcd on etther side. 
Accordmg to the Oct. 13 is!>ue of 
Til~ Waslungton Post, offtcials 
arrested seven individuals. 
Jncluding the leader of the We t 
Vtrginiu Mountaineer Militia, for 
plotting to hlow up a Federal 
Bureau of lnvc<;ttgauon 
fingerprinting facilit). 
"The electorate 
should recognize 
that government 
is necessary and 
typically serves 
the interests of its 
constituency. " 
explosion in Oklahoma City to 
create an excuse for 1r crackdown 
on anti-government organizations. 
Mainline politics, too. have 
turned on Uncle Sam. Even the 
polittcians themselves find raihng 
aga1nst the supposed e\li l 
emanating from wtthin the Beltway 
polittcally stylish. Republicans 
have preached about reductng 
government's role for some while. 
However, it was shocking to hear 
President ClinLon, a DemocraL, 
declare the era of big government 
over. Since the New Deal era. 
Democrats would have normally 
'Fear that the FBI complex ts a clandestine command 
center for the government to execute a program to roh 
citizens of thetr lihcny under the "ne\\. world order" 
prompted the militia mcmhcr'l· scheme to destrO) it To 
most Americans, this theory is so uuerl) preposterous it 
docs not merit even a second of serious considcrauon 
However, that a group of people find it credible i 
indicative of spreading paranoia about the government 
Conspiracy theones are not a novel phenomenon, but 
they do eem to be entering the collective p yche with 
more frequency and force. ln the wake of the TWA 
Flight 800 tragedy in July. the mainline media pursued. 
considered such a statement heres). 
To be sure. big go,cmment is often wastelul, and 
bureaucrats hy nature thir!>t for power. There 1~ ample 
room for reform in most programs. But government, 
when u~ed properly. is an effective tool that can 
ameliorate the li\cs of its citizens The electorate 
should recogni1e that government h. necessar) and 
t)'pically serves the interests of its consutuency. ln a 
democracy, we control the government. not vice versa 
The lrou~e edttorial reflects the opinion of tile 
eduorial board •duch consists of the editor, managing 
editor a"d the opinion editors. 
Dan ... 
An "expensive-mi. take" dart to the JMU parking 
!'ltaff for g1vmg my father a parlo.ing ticket during 
Homecoming weekend. 
Sent tn b\' ll swdent •'ho no•' reali:.es a $20 ticket 
ts more importamto the universll) than my fathers 
anmwl $10.000 donation u hich no longer e.lists. 
Pal ... 
A "heartfelt" pat to to the JMU education 
department for the beautiful memorial to Ann Olson. 
It was very touching to those of who still hold Ann 
close to our heart~. 
Sent in by a Spanky s employee who made it 
through another day because of your warm and 
giving efforts. 
Dan ... 
A "you-wonder-why-Harrisonburg-residents-tend-
to-thmk-JMU-students-are-snobs .. dart to the harsh 
critics of Pano's restaurant. 
Sent in bv a student wlto happens to enjoy Pllno :r 
cui'iine Gild thinks snotty JMU swdents are in no 
place to judge. 
Pal ... 
A "go-Dukes" pat to everyone who came out for 
Midnight Madness! We greatly appreciate your 
support ~lnd hope 10 see you all at this sea~on 's 
games. 
Sent i 11 bv Coach "Lefry " D riese/J and 1 ht• 1996-
'97 JMU men's basketball tMm. 
Dan ... 
I 
A "let\-.,how~some-initiative" dart to the 
maintenance crew that ha~ yet to repair the shattered 
backboard and broken nm on the two Lake..o;tde 
basketball goals. 
Sent in by a stud em who 1s anxious to show off Iris 
mad skill.\ to "Lefty." 
Pal ... 
A "thank-you-for-not-killing-me" pat to the 
adorable little blonde with the strained shoulder that I 
hurt even more when I tried to twirl you around 
while we were dancing at Sigma Pi. 
Sent in by a student who would love to rake you 
out a".d mllke up for it. I promise we won i go 
dancing this time! 
NO 
IN 
OP/ED 
Oil and water can never mix 
This essay is in response to Eliese M. Besemer's article in 
the Oct. 7 issue of Th~ Bruz~ on !iame-sex marriages 
regarding Mr. Ma:rx'.s "Defen!>C of Marriage" essay. Her article 
was well-wriuen and respectful, but it had some serious flaws 
in reasoning. 
Many people in our socaety, like Mr. Marx. do not approve 
of same-sex marriages because, among other things. they do 
not approve of the homosexual lifestyle. nor the liberal 
homosexual agenda. By merely taking this position, this does 
not necessarily mean that they ''lack information" or that dieir 
views are fueled by "fe~· or even that they do not accept 
others who are different from themselves. They just disaarec 
and do not approve of the licentious and ~ssive lifestyles 
that some people lead, especillly those thai threaten the very 
Religion. education and the family are the three-legged 
stool upon which all of civilization rests. When these are 
undermined, everything else comes crashing down with it! 
1'bC foundina f.thers understood this. For instance, on June 
20. 178,, James Madison wrote, "Reliaion is the basis and 
foundation of government." Who could deny the structural 
importance of thae three elements for any society? 
It was also argued thai. we must "have the capacity to adopt 
to a changing world." But simply because the world is 
chanJin&, in some res~ does nOt mean that it is adapting or 
"evolving" or that it will ever have thC ability to adapt to all 
situiiions. ESpecially when one expects nature to rebel against 
its own laws by assuming oil and water wiU mix if we just stir 
it long enoup! 
moraJ fabric thal undergirds our .-----------------111!1111111111!1•'.. The trouble is that many nation. , people do not understand the 
People like Mr. Marx are G f C 1 • f components of water or oil, and 
not .. homophobic," and they ues 0 umnts so they are helpless in 
are not by any means afraid of understanding why the two will 
homosexuals themselves. In Ash G never mix. 
fact, many of them have - er ann In other words, Ms. Besemer 
befriended former homosexuals expects tradition and human 
or evea Jllldicin& bomosuuals. They are, howeY«, coaccmed Dlblle 10 tailor itldf to her, rllber than vice versa. No maner 
with·homosex'!als hurting themselves by panaioa an bow madl you may believe in "fairy tales," realiry will not 
ultimately unfuJfilling and detrimental lifestyle. Purthermore. relldjust, and bisCmy will not alter. 
~fear an locrea$e in the breakdown of the family,llld thus Another miJconcepdon M.s. Besemer possesses is that '"no 
society will be furthered by a general consensus of sexual one ca force their beliefs on some one else." I'm sony. but 
promisc:uity. every oadoo forces its moral beliefs oo the populace through 
Unfortunately, it seems impossible for persons like Mr. laws if lbe majority in a nadon does not fOial its morality on 
Man to coaaider some behaviors, like sodomy or fellatio, the minority tint. Thil is why just laws are needed. to guard 
inappropriate without being called "homophobic." "'iniOiennt" apinst tbe '"tyranny of tbe majority." 
or even "biaoted." But the fact is that two males or two Lastly, it was userted that the founding fathers would 
femalei. by their very Ood-&iven coMCI'UCtioa, can never be approve of same-sex marriaaa because they were "people 
dllmllly unified u .. one flesh" in me same way tbll oae IOID who did not fit lhe IOdetal aonna." But the fact is that they did 
aad one woman can. 1bii is because men IPd WOIIIelt were not fit in because of their cutdng-ed&e ideology, not because of 
designed for each other, spiritually. meataUy, socially, tbeirbehavior. 
emotionally and, of course. physically. Needless to say, this is The founding fathers did not fit in because they believed in 
why procreation is impossible between two members of the unprtiQCdented statutes like freedom of religion. speech and a 
same sex because nature never intended for them to try to. rePresdtwive democracy, not because of their lifestyle, which 
Another reason why same-sex marriaaes should be for the most pan wu not objectionable. The founding fathers, 
discouraged is that every child de!lerVes to have one mother alons with the puritans and the pilgrims. by no means would 
and one father for the full well-being of the child's emotional, approve of same-sex marriage considering their devout beliefs 
psychological and physical health. A male homosexual couple in tnlditional family values. 
could never breast-feed their adopted baby. and most lesbian For example, on Oct. 11, 1798, President John Adams 
couples could not play the part of the disciplinarian or teaCh staled. UOur constitution was made for a moral .•. people. It is 
their sons how to tackle in football quite the same way most whoiJy inadequale to the government of aoy other." Can there 
fathers could. The situation would get particularly sticky when be any doubt of the high moral standard the founding fathers 
it came time to teach their kids about the "facts of life." expected of the populace of this nation? 
IJnlaine a maJe homosexual couple counseling their pu~ My heart goes out to homosexuals because of the painful 
daU&b&er about her first period or a lesbian couple helping their ud UDfulftllina lives dley lad. But they need to understand 
comins-of-age son with his firsc experience of nocturnal that tbey caaaot upect everyone to just lie down and 
emilaioa. "'lolerare .. their lifestyle, becaule their actions do not tolerate 
When Ms. Besemer asked the question, "What does the tnlditional family values upon which this great nation was 
mmiaae oecd to be defended against?" I was surprised she founded upon. 
was unaware of the current onslaushts that are rippioa Regardless of all our differences and disagreements, 
marriiF 1p11t. Marrtaae needs to be defended apinal divorce, marria&e must be preserved aaaiost all odds, if we want to 
aime. drugt, abortion. child and spouse abuse. pornoplphy, pmenr tt.e decline of our beloved~· 
iidldeUty, excessive taution. lack or employment llld die 
bomolexNlaaeodL .4.rlwr GGM Is a .rlllior S«illl scimc~ fNI}or. 
. 
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No more 
'yes sirs' in 
Hollywood 
When you think of black actors and actresses having TV or 
movie roles, what types of roles do you think of them having? 
Pimp. butler, prostitute or maid? Maybe this is because these 
were the roles blacks played from the time they were first given 
a chance to act in the 1920s. until as recently as the late 1980s. 
Now black actors and actresses have made nn incredible 
impact on the entertainment world Den7..el Washington. Samuel 
Jackson. Lawrence Fishburne. among many others, have created 
a totally new image for black actors. Angela Bassett, Halle 
Berry and Whoopi Goldberg, among other.., hnvt al-;o avoided 
the ryp1cal roles of black actresses, but it wa.o:;n't always like this 
A Minority View 
- Chris Carter 
In the early 20th century, blacjs were forced to settle for 
roles thnt demeaned them. Black actresses played maids. and 
they portrayed people with poor English and little educatio,n. 
Basically, all the servanLS you saw in movies of the early 20th 
century were black. "Gone With the Wind" being one of those 
mo~ies . As time progressed, the roles of black actors and 
actresses djd not. 
In the 1970s and 1980s, the roles of gang members. pimps 
and prostitutes were most popular for blacks. In case you didn' t 
know. Lawrence Fishburne ''made it" as an actor portraying a 
gang member in his movie debut. ''Warriors," a late 1970s 
low-budget movie. Today. he ha.o; played a professor 
in " Higher Learning," a cop in "Deep Cover," a 
responsible father in "Boyz in the Hood'' and 
has even stan-ed with Angela Bassett in the 
Tina Turner documentary "What' s 
Love Got to do With It, " in 
which he played 
Tke Turner. 
There are so 
many leading 
roles Denzel 
Washington 
has played that 
I can't begin to 
list them. 
Samuel 
Jackson, starring 
in movie after 
movie, is among 
one of Hollywood 's 
elite actors. I just can't give 
all the credit to those who have 
made it today because the actors and actresses who had to seltlc 
for servant roles paved the way for them. 
Blacks today have made it in the world of movies because 
blacks before them broke through the barriers of discrimination 
to act, settling for any role they could get. 
But today. the expectations of the inspiring actors and 
actresses I've mentioned, along with others. are higher. That's 
why a lot of black actors and actresses have played leading role~ 
today. 
There won't be any (or as many in lhe past) "yes sirs" and 
"yes ma'ams." The roles of the pimps and prostirutes will soon 
loose color affiliation. Blacks will be the main stars- the super 
hero, the tough guy. the detective ... is it possible to have a 
black Superman? 
Are blacks not getting as many leading roles as whites 
because of Hollywood's fear of itself becoming "too black?" 
Are the roles that are given to blacks used to infer that this is 
how they really are? Or this is the lifestyle they have? Thugs? 
Prostitutes? 
Black actors and actresses have made a statement in the 
world of acting. Hollywood. there won't be any more "yes sirs." 
Chris Carter is a sophomore sociology major . 
I 
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Size of Phi Sigma Phi's membership 
misrepresented during SGA meeting 
To the EdltOf: 
We would hke to clear up any misconceptions about our 
membenh1p and our mission chac may have ari~n from the Oct. 
8 Student Government A soc1ation meeting. Communication 
lanes were cro~<.ed. nnd Phi Sigma P1 Nat1onaJ Honor Fnuemuy 
was misrepre!oented at the meetmg, as reponed 1n the Thursday, 
Oct. I O 'Bru;:~. 
The senator was mcorrccc when she seated that Phi Sigma Pi 
has only 10 ncuve members. We would Jjke 10 clarify that Phi 
Sigma Pi has 43 ac11ve brothc~ nnd I 8 enthusiastic pledges. 
Phi Sigma Pi National llonor Fraternity is founded on a Lripod 
of scholarship, leadership and fellowship. We slrive to rind an 
equal balance of'UCademics, serv1ce and brotherhood. Ph1 Sigma 
Pi was broughc to JMU on Feb. 26. 1995. when lhe Beca Rho 
chapter was founded. ' 
We have had our growing pains, buc wich each passing 
semester, our chapter grows stronger and closer togecher. The 
not1on that we have only 10 members discredics the memben 
who have worked to creace this brotherhood. 
RebKca L Mkew 
president 
JMU French students use language 
skills while serving In Peace Corps 
To the EdltOf: 
We read with great mtcrest the article m the Oct. 3 issue of 
The Bru1.e about renewed enthusiasm among our students for 
volunteering to serve in the Peace Corps after graduation. h is 
good news, both for JM U gTaduates and for the Peace Corps 
organizatiOn, that qualified candidates for service are co be found 
in abundance on our campus. 
We would like to point out that a number of our recent French 
majors and minors have chosen 10 join the Peaoe Corps. not only 
l:lccausc of their desire to make chis considernble commitment to 
help developing councries in a very practical way. but also 
becau e it offe~ them the opponunity co put .nto acuon the 
language ~~ills they have acquired at JMU and through !lludy 
abroad. 
In recent years, Alex Tamoff served in Hait1 and Jennifer 
Brinkerhoff in Cameroon. Annabelle Williams is presently in 
Morocco, and Jennifer Miller. a December '95 graduate with a 
French major. ju11t left for Mall where she will help Malians 
create their own small businesses. 
Several current semors who have studied French arc m the 
process or applying for Peace Corps sen·ice m francophonc 
Africa. 
We commend all students for their intention to serve in the 
global arena in such a meaningful way and crust that 1he1r 
language traming wlll aid them 1n qualifying for admiss1on 10 the 
Peace Corps and ocher non-profi t world help organ1zarions 
Vlrglnla Allottf Don Corbin Mallo Hamlet-Metz 
Oany Perramond Mary Perramond 
JMU French professors 
Friend says goodbye to dead student; 
reflects on his relationship with her 
To the Editor: 
Five years ago from this November, while standing on my 
b:~lcony at Hunten Ridge Apanments, I looked across to the next 
building and saw a gut with the most beautiful smile I had ever 
seen. Her name was Ann Olson and she had recently transferred 
from another school to JMU. It didn' t take long for one of us to 
rind an excuse to go over to the other's apartment. That was the 
beginning of a relationship that lasted until my rinal year at 
Madison 
Together, we to1led with classes and had fun on the weekends 
with our friends. On more than one occasion. all of us drove 10 
the mountains and stopped at Luigi's on the way back. These arc 
my best memories with Ann. 
Ann and J went through the changes that college bring~ 10 
every tudent. As time marched on, we began moving in opposne 
du-cctiOns. a fact that was very hard for me to accept at that Lime. 
1 \\&Shun and fell o;ony for myself when we stopped dating. 
Time docs heal all wounds. no matter how you feel for the 
moment. 1 hoped that one day, Ann and I could be friend., and 
laugh about our Mad1son ex.periences. Now, all hopes are gone 
with an net of violence o;o evil, I can't~ to think of it. 
1 would like to say goodbye to Ann and say some thin~ that 1 
never got a chance to: 
Dear Ann, 
I'm so happy 10 hear you got your teacher's cenification You 
were alway so good with children. I'm doing well. I have a 
great JOb working with computers. You always knew I was a 
computer nerd I 
I don't talk 10 the friends we had all that much, but I think 
everyone IS doang well We've all grown up so much in the years 
s1nce I've seen you. You were always right, Ann. 
People do change, and their feelings for one 1n01her as well. 1 
have changed so much since we last saw each other. It's silly for 
two people who knew each other so well never to speak again. 1 
hope one d3y thjngs will be different ... 
Your Friend. 
John 
With this I say goodbye to Ann Olson. I will never forget your 
beautiful sm1le. 
John W....aew.td 
JMU elurnnUI 
No more donuts 
for me, give me 
some of those 
.~STUFFOH 
GREAT 
Utz chips!! 
' 
That's right 
girlz and 
--------- boyz, with 
any 
purchase of a PHAT Brooklyn's 
sandwich or sub, you get a 
FREE bag of Utz chips!! Can't 
beat that with a night stick! 
S~-.-
(small bag, regular chips) • not available with delivery • limited t ime only 
, Next to Rack & Sack • ABC ON 
433-4090 
SALE I 
Grateful Dead 
,Michelle Shocked 
Rolling Stones 
Counting Crows 
September 67 
Jon Spencel' Blues Explosion 
Donovan 
Ph ish 
Phil Collins 
Lemon Heads 
Kom 
Midnight Oil 
Corrosion of Conformity 
TONS OF STUFF ON SALE.f 
I 
Art 
Zirkle house 
displays three 
new artists 
by Mut\dith Allen and lighting. makes it beautiful," 
staf[wrirtr Rothschild said."There's so much 
more hJstory about it" 
For Mami Rothschild. one of three One piece, "Staircase Imprint, 
undergraduate artists displaying work Church Wall." was photographed 
in Zirkle House, the building itself across the .slteet from The Little GriU 
~mbles her exhibit Her display, on South Main Street. The 
wh1ch opened Monday night, consi~rs photograph displays an imprint of a 
of 12 blaclt-and-white photographs of stBircase left on the side of a church. 
abandoned Southern architecture. On the ground. an old tire leans 
"Zirkle House is just the kind of against the peeling church wall. 
architecture I like to focus on - that While most of her photographs are of 
'old house' atmosphere," Rothschild the Harrisonburg area, some are of 
said. other Virginia and North Carolina 
Rothschild, a senior art and art towns. 
history major, first became interested Robert Bersson. professor of art, 
in architecture when she arrived at commented on the feeling 
JMU. Her exhibit, on display until Rothschild's photographs convey. 
Oct 26, reflects the simple lines and "It's an eerie feeling with the play 
shapes she finds so attractive. of light and dark ... Bersson said. 
Rothschild lives in Northern "They are interesting pieces in 
Vtrginia, an area comprised of composition and visual qualities." 
similar housing developments, and Rothschild said her black-and-
said she feels Harrisonburg's country white photographs, wen with a wide 
styling is more intimate and personal. lens to create slight distortion, 
''The mood it sets, the landscape a tra il, moody state. In 
r--------.----------=--- high school, she 
sbot figures. She 
never anticipated 
3he would 
photograph 
architecture. 
Unlike the new 
direction 
Rothschild took, 
senior Jess 
Bruoow 
continued with a 
medium she first 
exoeri men ted 
WilD at age I:> . 
Senior DIIYid SteadJMn apellks with junior M.ml Her specially. 
Roth•chlld about one of her pllotocraph• on clay, is also on 
~Monday niCht at Zirkle Howe. exhibition this 
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KYLE BlJSSistninr photograplltr 
Senior Melissa Taylor listens to JMU alumnus Peter GeiCer'a reaction to her palntJRC .. UntltJed fl.," 
one of Mveral of her worb on display at Zirkle House Monday niCJrt. 
month at Z1rkle House. 
In high school, she studied 
ceramics and was assigned to 
construct a combination animal 
Brunow chose to make a mer-p1g, a 
composite mermaid and Miss 
Piggy. and her fascination with clay 
began. 
"It's obsessive. h's a love-bate 
thing," Brunow said. "It's so 
versatile- that's what I like about 
iL" 
Brunow, student director of 
Zirkle House, created a new version 
of the mer-pig, titled 
"Retroswimming Bearded Mer-
Sow," and added it to her exhibit. 
She thinks returning to this subject 
matter was valuable. 
"It was a gross piece for me -
'this is what I did when l was 15. 
Now look what I can do,"' Brunow 
said. 
Brunow. who tends to not use a 
potter s wnee1, saJCI sne oe11eves ner 
real talent lies in sculpting. 
Her exhibit contains an 
underwater theme with textured. 
aquatic and organic pieces "G1ant 
Sea Basin" is a mounted soap dish, 
faucet and sink with a floor piece that 
includes slippers. The clay pieces are 
shaped inro shell, anemone and Other 
sea life figures. 
Contrasting Brunow's clay 
medium in the Art Works Gallery, 
are paintings by senior art maJor 
Melissa Taylor. 
Expressed in acrylic and oil 
pastel. Taylor said the images and 
subject matter are reflective of her 
personal experiences. 
Since spri ng, Taylor started 
painting large, abstract and bright 
pieces. The art work at Zirkle House 
is typical of this style. 
In "Buddha on the Mountain," 
Taylor uses a collage of comic strips. 
The painting consists of primarily 
blue, maroon. gray and white swirls 
and images. 
A metallic silver wave orovides 
tne p:unung s eoge. 
"I got into silver about a month 
ago and I really like it - it's fun," 
Taylor said. 
The title of the piece demonstrates 
its abstract nature. Taylor said most 
people saw a sh1p on top of a wave. 
but she saw Buddha sitting on top of 
a mountaJn. 
Two other pieces, "Fisherman II" 
and "Fisherman 12," have a nowing. 
continuous feeling with a caricature 
image of a fisherman's race. 
Each of Taylor' s paintings 
contain drips of paint that fall orr the 
paper's edge. The dnps are an effect 
that veils other aspects of the 
pamtiogs and are not necessarily 
symbolic. Taylor said. 
"She is free with her painting," 
Peter Geiger. JMU gn~duate. said. 
"She comes across that she's 
enjoying her work and that she's not 
too concemed with being too tight" 
During the opening. Taylor was 
interested to bear people's 
impressions of her exhibit 
.. A lot or bmes. oeoole see thines 
tnat 1 a on t, 1 ay 1or sa1a. tn an 
open-forum-like atmosphere, people 
bring their own perceptions w1th 
them." 
'The Ghost and the Darkness' exceeds expectations 
I 
promotJon hnes as "the 
~b1~181U of the story are true." one 
Ghost and the Darkness" 
~,.,,..,a cornball TV movie. What 
true surprise is this epic, set 
.English colonization and 
ion of 19th century Africa, is 
v•rc;~IL ... Stephen Hopkins, known for 
action films like "Predator 2," 
"Judgment Night" and "Blown Away," 
collaborates with celebrated screenwriter 
William Goldman ("'The Princess Bride") to 
fashion tbe uue 1t0fY or two man-eating lions 
that ravased a brid&e-building camp into a 
pleasantly tnllblre and suspenseful film. 
VaJ Kilmer sws as WiUiam PaUerson, an 
Irish eftlineer sent ro supervise consuucdoo of 
a mammodl brid&e over an African river. He 
soon flnds himself in the center or an ever-
c:oabnuing s1allbCer as two lions, named The 
Ghost and The Darkness by local natives, 
destroy the camp. 
For an actor such as Kilmer, who had ttis 
burgeoning reputation as a solid leading man 
tarnished by a thankless role in John 
Frankenheimer's abysmal "The Island of Dr. 
Moreau," his performance is remarkably 
assured. Kilmer bas the majority of the film to 
himself and holds his own against his big-time 
costar. 
Michael Douglas plays Remington, an 
embittered legend in Africa known for bunting 
prowess, in a role that is a far cry from bis 
recent tum as '1'he Americ:an Presidenl." There 
are two points about Douglas's perfonnance, 
however, that deliver a slight weakness to "The 
Ghost and the Darkness." 
This badass wlldman hunter character is 
strangely reminiscent of the daring adventurer 
in "Romancing the Stone." the role thai made 
him a sw. One cannot help but watch Douglas 
as Remington and feel a strange ~j• vu. 
Though be receives top billing and co· 
executive produced the film, Douglas doesn't 
appear until an hour into this 108-minute film. 
Kilmer is solid in the film's first half, but 
Remington appears and disappears just as we're 
getting to know him! Talk about a cheat. 
That lack of Remington throughout the 
film's first hour is about the only flaw in this 
script, although the final IO-m1nute 
confrontation with the last of the two lions 
meanders slightly into the absurd. 
{Be warned: the print showing locally has a 
horrendous skip between two reels which omits 
the majority of a very crucial scene. so see this 
movie out of town if possible!) 
Director Hopkins exhibits a forceful 
presence behind the Clmenl. the most mature 
directing auempc seen from him to date. The 
tendencies toward out·and~t honor in some 
of tbe lion attack sequences reflea Hopkins's 
directing origins (his first job was the fifth 
"Nightmare on Elm Street" film), but he 
delivers the character-defining campfire chat 
scenes with a firm, dramatic hand and balances 
them evenly with the action. 
Hopkins can also be commended for 
surrounding himself w1th established talent. He 
bas enlisted Oscar-w1nning cinematographer 
Vilmos Zsigmond. whose widescreen 
photography comprises beautiful landscape and 
crowd shots with intimate. dialogue-friendly 
closeup work. 
Hopkins also went through six composers 
(Including notables Alan Silvestri and James 
Newton Howard) to arrive at the thundering 
score contributed by Jerry Goldsmith. 
Goldsmith, a composer who receives so little 
of the attentiOn he deserves (he has won only 
one Oscar for "The Omen" in 1976, though he 
bas received many nominations.) blends a 
brass-heavy orchestra wilh synthesizers and an 
African chorus, creating a wholly original 
atmosphere. 'Thankfully. it's far and away from 
the "Lion King" riffs that seem to always crop 
up in films set in Africa An Oscar-nomination 
here would not be surprising. 
The success of "The Ghost and the 
Darkness" lies greatly on the 1ngenuity of its 
director, Stephen Hopkins. Wblle using some 
of his own modern stylings in camera and 
editing, Hopkins bas chosen his company well, 
both actors and support staff. making his 
already good work look even better. He also 
establishes Kilmer as a major leading actor 
because he must handle the film by himself 
until Douglas's belated entry. And it aU melds 
seamJessly together inro a final product that is 
suspenseful, intriguing and fun. 
J 
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Thrifty ways to save 
Local stores entice 
students with low prices 
and vintage clothes 
by Christy PitnUi 
senior wn ..:.:'te::_:r ____ _ 
A rnyon. tangerine shirt wath matching tangerine bell bottoms, black go-go 
boob und a multicolored ~arf: Abby Geyer, n .-,ophomore at Eastern Mennonite 
Um,er~ity. ca,ily found that perfect retro outfit when she recently ventured into 
Grnnny Longlegs thnft store to buy -.orne thread!; for a '70;. dance. 
"We ha\ e thi., whole r.I}'OO motif going on," she Slud with a laugh. 
Within the racks and shelves of thrift :.tores filled wath people's discarded 
clothes. "hoc.\, book!. and coffee mugs arc me"<pensave treasures ready to be 
disco'eh:d by 'hoppers wath an eye for the unu!lual. 
From rctro dre\\cs and funky '70s tic:-. to comemporary. brand name dothmg. 
local thrift stores conium spccaalfind~ for anyone who's w1lhng to take the time to 
rummage. 
JMU JUmor Steve Siu <tlso left Granny Longlegs a satisfied cu!.tomer He 
enhanced has "':mlrobe wath a hme green blazer decorated with dark gn:en nod 
ornnge pin stripes. 
"They have really crnty, wild clothe~ here," Siu !>aid. "You always tind that 
rJre sparl.:le of sometlung fnnta!>ltc" • 
Here\ what some local thnft store' have to offer. 
Cranny LongLeg.., , 
Known for its room packed with retro clothe!. and big bull gown.\, Granny 
Longlcgs is a hot \pol for outlib for '70!> theme partlC.'>. Granny Longlegs and 
Mere.) House Store manager Chw. Moore nicknamed the room the "polyester 
palace" 
"I come here hec:JUse ot thi s room." Geyer saad "You don't have to ~oifl 
through ever) thing- thi:. is ju~t for '70s clothe!>." 
The re-t ol the More contaans an cdccuc vancty of Jteml> like Li7" Claiboml!, 
Gap aaiJ l..L Bean clothang. and \intagc hats, books and gloves. Many ol the 
clothe' fall in the 4-Sii range. A''>istant manager Pat Bowman '>aid she usually 
price' th(' Jtcrm. lor :11 h:a't 50 ~rccnt of \lohat retail 'tore' tell her the} 'rc wonh 
"People \\on't P·'> · 25 lor a 'hin at a thnfl store.'' Bowman 'aid. "Six dollan. is a 
good pr,llll margtn here." 
"II )OU can picl up n brand name for a couple of dollars, Jt's worth the trip," 
:-he added, hanging a hot pink Gap :.li jaclet on a rod.. 
Granny Longlegs ~~ the "saster More" to the Mercy House Store, and IS open 
from 10 a.m -5 p.m .• Monday through Saturday. Proceeds go to the Mercy Houl!e 
PrOJCCt, whach as dedacnted to helping homeless families w11h children by 
provadmg temporary housing in local efficiency apartments. 
Mercy House Store 
While mo!.l of the vintage clothes ore taken to Granny Longlegs to be sold, the 
Mercy House Store. located on Liberty Street, contains more contemporary 
clothi!S. wnh lhe oceastonal vintn&e item - like a fined. navy blue velvet bla1er 
for $3 Clothtng pnces are extremely mexpenstve, with corduroy pants and skirt~ 
for $2 nod coats for $.5 
fre,hman Leah Woody enJOYS s1fting through the many racks of clothes at the 
store in o;earch of mtcrc\ting items, "Thrift stores ate very UOIOUched around here 
- the) have good price~ and a lot of selection," :.he said. 
K\'Lf. Ol!SSf1mior phoUJgt 1phtt 
College students Gometimcs find it easier to shop from catalogs. 
Woody's friend Stephanie Hensley. a Harrisonburg_ res1~.ent. al~o ~~~y: ~hopp1ng at thrift stores as a creative form of relaxatton. There s a Y 
something for us- it's very stress relieving," she sa1d 
In addition to a wide selecuon of clothe~. the Mercy House Store has scvero.l 
~ohelves of books. many of which range from 25 cents to SO cents, and housewares. 
such as a set of velvet pillows for $1, dil.he:.. cups. bowls and f~mtture ,. 
1
• 1 
· "You can come in here and furni sh your apartment beautifully. It .ce s a ot 
better to spend $35 on a recliner chaar than $335, even tf you k.now you m1ght not 
want at the neJf.t year," Moore said. . . . . 
Checking out the locaJ thrift stores is a daflerent expenence from ~hoppmg at 
the mall Moore discovered tha~ when she and her famaly of five adult. ch1ldren 
and grandchildren decided one Christma~ to purch~e only second-hand gafts. 
''I probably didn't \pend $200 total," she saJd If you can buy a sweater here 
for S2.25 or an L.L. Bean swe.~ter at Granny Longlegs for $5, by golly. what a 
Christmas!" . . 
Moore welcomes donations as well as volunteers to help wath a vanety of 
ta.\h around the store. "We're de!>perate for volunteer.;. There's no end to the 
amount of work that needs to be done for a store hke lhas,'' she . aid. "Anyone who 
ha.., a few hours i, always welcome." 
The Mercy House Thrift Store is op.:n from 9 a.m.-5 p.m .• Monday through 
Saturday. 
Gin and ThriO . 
l .ocatcd on North Main Street, Gaft and Thrift is n non profll, Mennomte·run 
<,tore that I'> pan thrift store nod part gift store . 
The gift sectaon femur~ colorful. rdauvely anexpensavc crafts made by people 
in poor countncs all over the world. It include~ doll,, musacal tn~trumcnts. purses. 
tapestncs and jewelry. "They'use tradauonal croft method~ to pre:-.crve the crafts of 
the people.'' co-manager Deb Layman said. 
Profit'> go to the Mennonite Central Commtllee, which is the relief, scrvace a~d 
development agency of Brethren in Chnst nnd North Ameucan Menn~nuc 
churches. "They use the money anywhere in the worlll where they ncell II for 
relief and development work," Layman s:ud 
A lot of the clothes tn the thnfl pan arc an the $3-5 range, wath formal drcl>:.t.'i 
. in the $10 ronge. Some sifting reveals the occasional name brand ~han. lake a red 
button-down L L. Bean shirt for $3.50. "The people who donate to us nrc 
l.nowledgcable about the program. :o.o we get !.omc really nice donauon!l," LJyman 
\aid 
Jorcquent cu-.tomer.. can e"pect to S(.'C a lot uf vancty a.~ the clothe\ ~nly May 
on the r:1ds for MX weeks, Layman ~aill . "We knma. that thnfl shopfl'!rs hke to sC1! 
~ornething new c:1ch time they come." 
Shelve, ut the back of the thrift section arc lillcd with odth and ends hke lour· 
for 50-~:;ents place mats. and cups for 10 cent~. In addition, there is a u~cd 
funuture -.how room in the ba:;cment \loith --cvcml piece:- 10 good condition. like a 
whale drcs.,er with three drawen; for SSO. 
Gart and Thrift is open from 9:30a.m. -5 p.m .. Monday through Saturday. 
The Salvation Army 
A large thrift srore on South Hagh Street, the Salvation Army "as bustling on 
Fnday. Oct. 4, as the first Friday of every month is "99 Cent Day.''- when all 
clothes coM 99 cents. 
To reap optamum benefits from thrift store shoppang, store manager Gene Bare 
suggests visiting the stores frequently. "At thrift stores, you have to be a frequent 
lihoppcr to real iz.e the real bargains - we have daily shopper...'' he ~;aid. 
The store contains a large selection of clothing. as well a'\ books an the 75 
cents to $1 50 range, records for $1 and furnitu re, including pieces like a six-
drawer dre.s.ser and mirror wilh minor J;Cratches for $60. Tite men'~; pnnt!l section 
~ ~ extensive with a variety of pinstripe pant~ and khakis for $4 Women's JOCkets 
o.re 10 the $3-5 range with the occasional retro dress costing around $4. 
Sophomore Laura Mihn took advantage of "99 Cent Day" to lind something 
un1que. "You know you're not gonna sec someone walking around campus 
wearing the thing you just bought,'' she s:ud. 
Various catalogs 
provide an 
alternative to 
Harrisonbt1rg 
shopping. scene 
• I 
Sophomore Jill Bradley peruses the Jlr 
items such as old-time dreasee, polye 
Customers enjoy sorting through the 1 
freshman SJltllh Hunter, a volunteer at the : 
people come flere and have a good time beca 
The Salvation Army is open from 9 n.a 
and from 9a.m.-6 p.m. every ti~t Friday of I 
For both customers and employees. the tl 
!.urprises, according tO Bowman. who reel 
comment. 
U.z Sill. 
W hen you think of Harrwmburg. ··.,J come to mind Prople do nottrm d outfit/rom Wa/-Mart, and it'., a·'' 
wMring the same dress fmm Expre.u hrcm 
alleviate this shoppmg nightmare, many .II 
shopping. 
Catalog shopping is fast, rclatavcl) ca~ 
store around here cun offer. ror student~ h• 
pink package slip wniting Ill the mnalbox. 
There are ~o many catalog choice~ oul I 
turn up quite frequently in JMU post oflll'c t· 
The J. Crew catalog .. ells gooc.l quallt: 
ncce. .. sonc'> Junior Amy Eiscnhowca, who • 
school 'aid o;hc 11till ha' the itelll' J>he urd.:r 
saad. "I wear them 3 lot." 
It is more for the up calc ~hopper. ,t\ I 
trademark cotton rollncck swenter C\ r. 
'hipping and handling. CoanplrCU to the J1 
I..AURA SOULARistaffphotogruphu 
he lingerie at the thrift store Granny Longlegs located across from Court Square. The boutique carries vintage 
polyester shirts and '70s leisure suits. The store Is a sister store of Mercy House. 
the wide ,eJection of merchandise. soid 
lthe Salvation Anny. "It's a lot of fun -
! bccau\e the clothes are fun." 
9 a.m ·5 p.m , Monday through Saturday 
!ly of the month. 
the thrift 'tore eltperiencc hone of fun anJ 
o recalls one of her favorite memone.' of 
!enlary by 
Sinunu 
-g. "shnppmg hm•t•fl" dot.w'ttwtomtllitally 
tra1·rl from milr.\ tJround to picl. thl' pnfrct 
's a wd tetne wht>n 12 wonrrn go Ttl clau 
bectJIUt' thrrc IS nowhere dsr to shop. To 
my Jlltdt•llt.V hm·t come to rtly an catalog 
ly easy and allows more variety thnn any 
nts h\lng on campuc,, 1t '~ cxciung to ~>tea 
))t. 
, out t1•.:rc. but there arc ones that ~ccm to 
fficc h 1:-.cs. 
JU UIH) uni,ex cluthing. ~>hoes, j::~d:ct~> and 
"ho or Jercd clothe~ hom J. Crew in high 
ord~ d. "'I hey nrc in guoc.l wmhtiun," 'he 
• U" t .: doth.:, c.ut be a Jutll• pnCC) . The 
cHr\ onc ccms to haYc cllsts $38. plus 
he Jl 1:5 ul \loc:ucrs at dcpnnmcnt sture~. 
interaction with students. "This post year, four guys going to o '70s party come in 
and had no idea what they wonted. For one of them, 1 had n light blue leisure suit 
with white loarers and a whtte belt, but we couldn't find n shin . So I went to the 
lady's blouses nnd ptcked out a pmk and blue swirl print. He said, 'Oh no! I can't 
wear that- that's a wompn's blouse!' But he tried it on,o.nd he looked so good 
"I said ' If they're gi,•in' away priu11- you're gonna get it!' He looked just 
like a blond John Trovolta!" Sowman said. 
wh1ch run from $20 and up, the J. Crew pnce is well withm that range. Shoes run 
anywhere from $58 to $138, plus shipping and handling - pretty expensive 
compared to shoe stores. -----------------
\UCh as Payless Shoe H • . 
Sourcem Valley Mall. But Catalog shoppzng lS 
that pnce renects the cost 
or buymg f13lle:uher !>hoe:. fiast relatively easy and 
proven to be more durr.ble ' 
than the vinyl imiumons. allows more variety than 
J Crew doe1>n't l>ell 
many clothe!. v.ith pauems. ai"Y SfOr·n Qli'OUnd }le..-n 
Jnoaead, the company tends " c. t c. 
to \tick wilh solid color!> ,1+, " 
that people can euo;ily mix can OJJ e r. 
and match. J . Crew also -----------------
cutcrs to the working 
pcr ... on With 0 fuJIJtne of 'Uits for wnmen UIIO fomml ~him, \Inti :;lack~ for men. 
Another popular c:nalog ~:huicc h l. I. Ac:m, ~ hich nlso ol fer~ umc;cx clothing 
o.~long ""uh almoSt anything would need to l'amp und travel. L L. Bean offer" 
dalleh:nt type~ of tenlS, ... lcl.'ping ba~~. hil..ing boot~ and bark p:sch ... ideal lnr 
cJ~cur-.ion~ in the Blue Rtdgc mountains. Bc.an :tl o !\ells plain, ru~tic lumiture umJ 
see CATALOG page 18 
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~~ill&s:·:':•ace w111n people can buy IWU kud hem~ at ..-.~.k_, .....~.. -~· -~~-'-'••'-an oWIIIId.IDd operated di.-cty by IUBfldUren, Ia ~:£:1::.:te111llar ~~ atores, wblcb buy 'PfOdactJ from ltbe 
il Ciii!IM OUI de middle maa mlucea the COlt~~ 
Cllllarl CID be foaad in tbe United S.... .... diem a 
·~·--- fJf the nqil marteL They com~ Only '2 to 3 ~ 
ac&:I-W • Ric:e. paenlmpqer of Blue Ridge OUtlet Center in 
MlrtMbwjt W.VL,jull .... Windater. 
rPJ1il. 8hle Ridae Oudet Center is housed in rehabilitated historic 
.,....._ bmcrty Uled u twiJe mills. 
Oadot 1t01a ~ not senenlly located near DlJijor metropolitan ~mu. 
Bec..e of the oudeu' lower prices for alm<>:.t the same itemS. depart.ment 
.s1o1a would lote lipuficant busmess. 
"'Uttet ltores ~ell :iccms 30 to 70 percent lower than major department 
SUJI'CI, .. Rice said; 
Many value con5<:ious conwmer& are prepared to drive long dl tances 
from the cilica for leu expc;nsive, name brand gooclJ. Accordina to Rice~ 
oudet atorea provide an opportuohy for manufacturers to liqutdate 
~ in'epJar or iUrplus ~-
"'udet malli allow you to savo ~ while still geuing the_ c~ you 
deSire: said freshman Missy Armstrong. who frequenUy $bCW.1l' o~tler 
stoma. 
11lc Hlrrisonbura Barrce Station outlet store, ill Valley Square on 
~ot Street. offm discount clothing from catalogs and name brand 
manofiCtllrm like J. Crew, L.L. Bean and Gap. 
Duree Station aells regular catalog items 35 to 40 percent off ond 
irJesu1ar itema 50 percent lower than typical catolog prices, according to 
Ellery Wealherty. store manager. 
"It's 1 jrear selection," Weatherly said. "Every week we get new 
shiptpeniS. Irs a completely new store." · 
Alttiough the HarrisonbUrg Barree Station i~ only etght years old, 
We<~thcrly said she belie\es outlet stores have been around :;ince·the early 
1980s. with the advent of outlet Slore T.J. Maxx. Two other 8111T'Ce Stations 
are locaccd in Char16ttesville. • 
If your wallet i. thinning faster than your c1othint; supply, outlet 
sfloppina could be a frugal chotec. 1'hn"e may just be ~efits to li\'ing so far 
from a large dty. 
I.AURA SOULAR!sraffr o rapl.u 
Rows of discount shoe line the racks of the outlet tore 
Barree Station in Volley Square on Market Street: 
..... 
-~ 
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rugs. bedding and even bedd1ng for 
dogs. 
The clothmg the company 'ells IS 
designed for extended outdoor use 
and is rugged and casual. A plain 
wool sweater will cost $39, plus 
sh1ppmg and handlmg Both J Crew 
and L.L. Bean offer vanety in their 
items from a large choice of colors 10 
petite and eJttra tall sizmg. 
Many men and women at JMU 
abo rece1ve the VIctoria's Secret 
catalog. While many men seem to 
subscribe to drool over the gorgeou:. 
models. ~omen often lik.e the catalog 
for its wide election of clothmg and 
reasonable prices. Victoria's Secret 
doe~n·t only sell undergarments and 
~ lingene, but also a w1de vanety of 
casual and evemng wear. It is 
reasonably priced - a pair of jeans 
runs about $29, plus shipp.ng and 
handlinl . Victoria's Secret sells 
sweatshirt'> and legging!. to suit!> and 
dre!lse.'l. 
Another catalog w1dely rend by 
students IS the Eastbay catalog. 
which 1s ~ports oriented and ha!> a 
vanety of sneakers. jerseys, jackets 
and sweal\hins. It covers almo~t any 
sport imaginable, from soccer to 
checrleading, a nd offers a wide 
variety or colors and styJeq in each 
item. The prices are reasonable. w1th 
tenms shoes Martmg at around $30. 
The return and exchange policy. 
however, IS not as 0exibJe as Other 
ca~ogs. They do not allow refunds. 
so make sure to order the nght thmg 
the first time around. 
An unusual catalog some students 
mentioned was RC Steele. which 
sells wholesale pet equipment and 
kennel supplies. This would be the 
1deal catalog for the college pet 
owner. It has dog leashes. all kmds of 
dog and cat food. !tpec1al treats for 
pets for Christma.<~, all kinds of toys, 
and clean1ng supplies to clean pets 
and clean up aftu pelS The c:ualog 
tales every Item 111 discounted, but 
mmimum purchase must be SSO . •• a 
lot to spend on a pet 
There are a lot of perks to catalog 
shoppmg. Most cotalog~ offer service 
24 hours a day, perfect for the 
college student who keeps strange 
hours. The return policies are much 
more lenient than at regular stores 
most of the time. and it 1s much 
easier to pick th1ng~ out from the 
comfort of home. 
There are also some cons. 
however. It is difficult to know what 
~1a to buy when there is no fitting 
room. and if the item 1sn't the right 
si.t.e, a tnp bnck to the post office to 
pnckage the 1tem and send it bock for 
an exchange or return 1s requ1red. 
Plus. the best part of buy1ng 
someth1ng is being able to show 1t off 
for everyone the minute it is 
pun:ha.'ied. or the next day in class. 
With catalog shopp1ng it 
sometimes takes days or weeks to 
receive the long-awaited purchse. 
But catalog compames are try1ng to 
combat thl'i anxiety by offering 
overn1ght delivery. (For a hefty 
charge. of course.) 
So if last week everyone in math 
class had on the same sweater. (the 
one from American Eagle), look 1nto 
catalog subscnption'>. That "shopping 
haven" could be nght in your 
mailbox. 
Band 
The Crows prove they 
can be counted on 
by R.C. Woodall 
assistaru sty/~ editor 
Get ready for a surprise. 
OK, a big surpnse. The Counting 
Crows sophomore release, 
recovenng 1~ sart!llites. IS not only 
radically different from its first. it 
sounds like a completely new band. 
Old fans beware - thjs CD may 
contain hard guitar riffs and an edgy 
sound. Don't worry though, the 
lyrics of lead singer Adam Duritl ore 
still as po1gnant, poetic and umversal 
a ever 
Countmg Crows' first venture in 
almost three years, released Tuesday, 
strays from their ongmal bee-bop· 
meets-alternative sound that took 
August and Evuvtlaing Aftu 
platinum. 
The new album combines an 
electnc mix of their once all-acoustic 
gu1tars with a new blend of mus1cal 
sounds. such as the squawk of 
mandolins and the soft hum of a 
string orchestra . Fans can rest 
assured though. Durit:r's voice still 
has its mellow whine that make the 
songs singable 
The rest of the gang also returns, 
with the exception of ~rummer Steve 
Bowman, who left to start his own 
band 
Ben Mize takes his place, 
" Old fans beware 
- [recovering the 
satellites] 
contain 
may 
hard 
guitar riffs and an 
" edgy sound. 
throwing mto the 60-manute CD a 
couple of fast-paced drum rhythms 
on the song "Mercury" to prove he 
belongs w1th their new hard edge. 
The spark of ruovutng tht 
satellites does not come with just the 
sound but also with the tempo of the 
songs. On their first CD. the upbeat 
smg-along tunes like "Mr. Jones" 
and "Rain K1ng" were tossed 
between Duritz's deep philosophies 
1n songs like "Raamng in Baltimore" 
and ''Time and lime Again." 
The band takes the opposite route 
this time, staning off the CD with 
rockers such as "catapult" and their 
first release. "angels of the silences." 
Listen closely, though. The CD 
would not be by the Crows unless 1t 
explored hfe's meanang through a 
MADISON 
MANOR 
• 2, 3, or 4 BedrooolsAvaiable -
crit one a eadlleftl 
• FlMy furnished ~ SOME WTTH 
crooning ballad or two. 
Durill said last month at a ~mall 
concert in San Francisco that 
"another horsedreamer's blues" on 
this new CD is a continuation or the 
story of his relationship that began 
on August and Evuytlting Afttr "'ith 
the song "AMa Begins." 
Duritz, who writes the lyrics and 
music for almost every song. smg<; 
on the first tune, .. It does noc bother 
me to say this isn't love/ Becau~ 1f 
you don't want to talk about it then u 
isn't love" 
In the new song. he seems to 
eltplore the same relationship, only 
with a woman named Margery 
rather than Anna 
Comparatively, the two CD end 
the same way . .. Murder of One" off 
the first CD and ''walkaways" off the 
second both emphasize the 
loneliness and sorrow of grow1ng 
older. something 32-year-old Dumz 
has explored before. 
Although the Crpws, compattd to 
poups like the Band (wbich sings 
ditties like .. Up on Cripple Creek") 
and Van Morrison by critics 10 lhe 
past, may have changed, the lyrics 
and poetry of their music are still 
evident no matter how they are sung. 
This new CD JUSt shows fans or past 
and present that this band is not done 
counting. 
UNIVERSITY 
COURT 
/(J11ifb J ~· e-mail to ~goyoyo.con.!= , 
. tbe In-Sit• Gam8· twO-
The Global Leader""' . 1- tltP to the CMIIIllr for 
AAEPlACES 
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• Huge 4 
Furnished T0'41Vhtlou:ses 
• 112 Mile from Campus 
• AJC, Stove, Refrigerator, 
Dishwasher, Garbage 
Separate Utility Room with 
Size Washer and Dryer 
434-1173 
'1 
• 
Coldwell Banker - Coatact Colleen Pendry 
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radio 
arts 
Two new WXJM talk shows focus on different facets of the arts -
theatre and literature. While these hosts explore topics they find 
passionate, they do it through a medium neither was familiar with. 
Tune in the stereo to 88.7 
WXJM any Sunday afternoon at 
4 p.m. and you will hear. "Good 
afternoon, my name is Bill 
Johnson, and you're listenmg to 
'JMU ppress.' " 
This is the fint or two new 
talk shows on the campus radio 
station. "JMU Express" 
celebrates the talent of 
cntenainen here on campus as 
well as those or the 
Harrisonburg community. The 
second half of the program's 
IItle, "Express," refers to the 
1dea that guests can express 
themselves and bare their souls 
about their work. 
The second new show, 
"Literature Mannen." focuses 
on books and authors. Both 
programs staned in September 
ond expanded the world of mdio 
communication nt JMU ever 
.,tnce. 
"JMU E'l(press" OJ John!lon 
IS a student. an actor and 
imolved wllh the corned) group 
CILLIA. This is the fir:.t ttme. 
however. he ha!> been involved 
with a rodio program. 
'The program is a chance to 
&how how much work it takes to 
be a pctfonncr-as well ~· put on 
a performance," John!ion 'aid. 
"Another thing that the show 
does is advertise what 
performances are going on both 
on and off campus." 
Sophomore Dave Tummino 
said. "I think that it's very 
interesting. The best part is t.he 
laid-back conversation it has." 
The show itself has a loose 
feel to it. There is no script, and 
nobody but Johnson or the 
producers can be sure what is 
going to happen next.. On Sept. 
22, radio guests were supposed 
to include the cast of the Theatre 
ll's production, "Titanic." But. 
at the end of the first break. 
Johnson was still alone in the 
booth. 
''It 's no big deal. If they 
don't show, I get to have the 
BILl Johnson show and talk for 
the rest of the time." Johnson ~id 
with a laJd-back smile. This was not 
necessary because the cast nnally 
arrived, and the show went on 
Without a hnch. . 
" I reaiJy try to be loose and 
positive," Johnson said. " I just relax. 
Each show gets better and better and 
we just have fun with it." 
Both Johnson and guest!> say they 
are ha\·ing fun on the air with the 
new program. Each show is broken 
mto two half-hour segments. with a 
different set of guests for each half. 
Johnson hand picks the ~uests with a 
quick pre-interv1ew. 
"Sometimes I write cen.ain thangs 
down I want to remember to hk. 
Since I only have each guest for 30 
minute~. I have to pick and choose 
what to talk about." John on sa1d 
"It's never hard to lind gue5ts for 
the program: it''> just making sure 
they ~how up. Most of ffi)' JOh i~ 
footworL:. try1ng to tmd out "'hat 
performance!'> arc going un around 
town. But it'o; not really work lor me. 
The 'how has taught me a lot. nnd I 
ha\'C found that you learn hy doing." 
..Literature Manner!." follow!! 
"JMU Exprcs~" at 5 p.m. on 
Sunda)s. JMU Engli~h ~raduate 
student Matt Bondurant hosts the 
program. The ~how "POl Hghts 
literaiUre. usually rocu~1ng on :1 
spec1fic book or author. 
Two other graduate !\tudents 
recently jouled Bondurant on the air 
to discuss the works or Ezra Pound. 
There is always a guest student 
reader who share~o poetry or short 
fiction. A few weeks ago senior 
Enghsh major Tonya Howe read 
some of her poetry. 
The structure of the show also 
includes a trivia que~otion 
pertaining to the subject of the 
day. This gives listeners the 
chance to add their own 
personal thoughts or ideas. As 
an added bonus. the listener 
who gtves the correct answer 
wins a free cappuccino from 
The Anful Dodger, located at 
47 Court Square 
In the second half of h1s 
show. Bondurant discus~es and 
debates English top1cs on different 
authors and genres. On Nov. 3, 
Robert Geary. English professor, will 
d1scuss Gothic and horror fiction for 
Halloween 
Bondurant said. " I prepare for 
about two to three hours a week for 
each show Most of the work comes 
from reviewing books. figuring out 
topics and getting the nght guests on 
the a1r." 
He staned a literature talk show 
because he felt it was lacking on the 
radio, Bondurant said. "My fnends 
and I would ~it around and talk about 
th1s type ot matenal and felt that 
others might want to hear or even 
pan1c1pate " 
"Like any other OJ, I receive no 
money for ha\iing my ov.n show," 
Bondurant added. "I simply enJOY the 
personal ~atisfaction from passing on 
education to undergraduate~ mvolvcd 
'" the Engli<.h progrum." 
Alter graduating 1n 1995 • 
Bondurant "orkcll for a year at the 
A-. .. ociatcd Press. Ht• h td 
ncH~r been 
Involved with college radio as an 
undergrad, but he sa1d he was always 
interested in it 
"Some people ask 1f I get nervous. 
but I never really am." he said. 
"[Talking about literature) is the kmd 
of thing I do all day !to 11' s JUSt 
natural that I am at>le to discu<.!. this 
material freely." 
Johnson and Bondurant are not 
the only people excited about the 
new Sunday afternoon format. 
WXJM progra111 director. John 
Frnz1er. said he is pleased w11h the 
new ~ho\L-~. 
"Last year we put out 
advertisements for new talk show 
hom:· Fra1ier said "E"en though 
we had a lot or applicants, the!.e 
two JU'>t 1mprcssed me right 
from the start . I mean . 
both guys have great 
contact~ . and it ' !> ca!>y 
to see that neither 
w1ll e-.er run nut of 
thing.., to sa) ." 
The llqencr 
ba!le lor the 
" 
two shows is also increasing, 
Frazier sa1d "We have a potential 
base of around 50.000 people. I 
have been rece1ving a lot of 
positive leedback, so we know 
people are hstemng.'' 
People are. in fact. tuning in. 
Freshman Susie Valliant sa1d ... 1 
tune in sometimes in the 
afternoon when I'm studymg 
They are a lot more relaxing than 
hstenmg to mus1c." 
JAY MOORE/staff unist 
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Would you like to 
share your opinion 
with the world? 
Write a letter 
to the editor. 
To be an organ and tis~ue 
donor, even if you've signed 
something, you must tell your 
family now so they can carry 
out your decisiOn later. For a 
free brochure on how to talk 
to your family, call 
1-800-355-SHARE 
f.8!l:-r~~ rm . 
~,.,*~-.._. 
We are now accepting applications for 
• Cooks 
• Servers 
• Bus Staff Dishwasher 
• Host Staff 
• Prep Cooks 
JMAC ENTERPRISES, INC. 
1221 Forest Hill Road 
EOE Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
.. ,) 
>-
.... ,1'' 
.• \ 
. . 
.. 
(above) FreshmM Daniel Brewer plays Frisbee on 
the Quad Monday afternoon. (rlcht) Junior 
Michael Johnson &rows and se lls his own 
pumpldna off Port Republic Road. 
(above) Grec HUCJtes of Mount Jackson and Heather Stevens of 
Bric1Cew8ter take a nk In the JMU Aboretum. (rteftt) Halloween 
decorations .,. already startlnc to I)Op up In Harrtsonburc. 
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'More tha V\ a +a p e s try' 
The sc.,nlighi shimmei'S ovel" the f~"esh ly cc.tt lops of tlw 9~"C\SS and takes me 
back i o tny childhood, a place J c.c.'n '"'~·vet" l'elt-\m lo1 n ~it~t> J'll 1'\evel' (m'tl£'1. 
J hide i11 the de~r.mess of the s",ft co•l'\fo.·ti"'9 eul"th, wnfchi"'9 the lau9htc.,.,. ""'d 
Stl'\iles, the it,l'\ocence of immaful'ity. 
The light b .. eeze whispe.-s1 if holds my fuhtl'e1 ol'\ly b cc,\I.,Se it has see•' my 
past, a"'d it •wve•· leaves my sidt.>. 
So happy to be a l ive, to be f~"ee - so•"etimes wa"'ting to stan ovet•1 always 
wnnti"'9 it to neve,.. end, yet aft"aid of whct•e titYIC will take tl'\C. 
Jf only it WI?I"C possible to tl"ap this day withil'\ ll'\}:' hecwt a•'\d nevel" lei it SOJ 
to set "'P (ll'\d BY away wifh life and 1'\evel" ··etl-\t"l'\. The bl'eeze ai'\SWC,.S my 
question saying1 'B"'t the,.e is tl'\OI'e1 yoc.t only have fo be patient.' 
One thins Sul'l'ounds this whole pictt-\l'e1 a nd it has no bot-\nda.-ies. J cal'\ see 
1'\o limits, no end, ol'\ly a field of s.-ass that holds the ll'\emo,.ies of those who 
walked hel'e1 al'\d a skylil'\e that m eets the moul'\tail'\ top - and J om livi"'9 
inside. 
... 
.. 
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Give the gift t:hat: 
keeps 
• • on g•v•ng 
a subscription 
t:o 
Bfeeze 
J A 1-1 E S M A l) I S 0 N lJ N I V E II S I T Y 
Is there something you'd 
like to see covered in 
The Breeze? 
Call x6127 
and give us the scoop! 
I IITIB P R I :'\ C I P I. E S , , l S 0 L' :'\ () Ito &T I R E .\\ E :'\ T I :'\ \. E :"' I I :'\ C 
If you would like to 
write for the News 
section of The Breeze, 
call Stacey, Kristen or 
Paula at x6699 
I 
/ 
IRONICALL~ THE TIME TO START 
SAVING FOR IS WHEN IT LOOKS 
LlKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT. 
Can't alford to save for retirement? The truth is, you can't afford not to. 
Not when you realize tllat your retirement 
can hut 20 to 30 years or more. You 'II want 
to live at least as comfortably then as you 
do now. And that takes planning. 
By at3rtmg to save now, you can rake 
:ldvanta.ge of t3X deferral and give your 
money time to compound and grow. 
Consider this: Set aside just $100 each 
month beginning at age 30 and you Qn 
accumulate ovet' $172.1 09• by the time 
you reach age 65. But wait ten yeara and 
you'll have to budget$219 each month 
to reach the same goal. 
E'.ven if you're not counting theyurs to 
rerirement, you can count on TIM-CREF 
to help you build the future you deserve-
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred 
:1nnuity plans, a diverse portfolio of inveat-
ment choices, and a record of personal 
servace that spans 75 yea~rs. 
Over 1.8 million people in education and 
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of 
their last for retirement planning. Why not 
join them? 
Clll today and learn how simple it is 
to build 3 secure tomorrow when you 
have tame and TIM-CREF working on 
your side. 
Start pktnning your jllllln. Call our Enrollnunt Hotline at I 8{)() 842-2888. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it .... 
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Dukes defeat D&E, 9-0 
by Peter Haggarty 
S(O K'riftr 
Wllh about as much chnnce or 
pulling out a victory •~ Republican 
pre~•dentia l n~minee Bob Dole, 
Oa\1~ & Elk1ns Colleae made 
"'"''ant changes to its strategy 
thrOU!!hout IL'i 9·0 IMS to JMU's field 
hockey team Wednesday 
Arter the Dukes racked up six firM 
hull goals en route to their victory at 
Bridgeforth Stadium, the Senators • 
1 hc:u.l coach reali1ed they needed a 
ch.mge. 
··we needed to \low the pace of 
the ga me down and really 
~.:vncentrate on our defensive play;• 
o&E hcnd coach Deanna Ty on said. 
Ty,on tried to combat the Dukes' 
olh:n,ive threat early in the fi~t half 
"'1th a goalkeeper chanae. Missy 
M•ller, who replaced D&E Marung 
~oalkeeper Kurstie Strothers. was 
unable to make a difference 1n the 
game 
W.hile Miller and Strothers were 
barraged with shots , JMU junior 
goalkeeper Tarn Perilla d1dn't need 
Ill make II save for the 46 mmutes of 
the game she played. 
"This wn-; a good game to develop 
confidence," said JMU head coach 
Chnsty Morgan. whose team out£hot 
LAURA SOULARistaff photo1raphu 
JMU'a Jessica Kane and the Dukes next play at William a Mary. 
the Senators 45 -0. "We ~aw our 
speed work and we saw our stick 
skills work. so we are looking ot this 
ns a midseason stepping-stone." 
While the Dukes were slowed 
down somewhat In the second half. 
the Senntors were still unable to put 
together nn offens1ve threat. JMU 
went for about 19 minutes in the 
second half Without n goal until 
junior forward Dianne Cegielski 
ended the drought wilh one of her 
two goals. 
The Dukes next play the College 
of William & Mary Oct. 18 in 
.Williamsburg. 
. 
Junior guard suffers knee 
injury at Midnight Madness 
by Jobn M. Taylor 
assistant sports ~ditor 
At the end of practice Tue day 
afternoon, the JMU men's 
basketball team had an even 
number or players, 12. for the final 
free-throw shoot around. The 
problem was, there should have 
been an odd man in one of those six 
groups of two. 
The unlucky 13th player was 
junior point guard James Pelham, 
who at the time of the shoot around 
wu undertoing surgery ot 
Rockingham Memorial Hospual. 
Pelham split his right patella bone 
in half during the slam-dunk portion 
of the Dukes • Midnight Madness 
early Tuesday morning in the 
Convocation Center. 
Pelham hurt the knee attempting 
to jump up to the ba ket. He was 
immediately helped off the court 
and rushed to the ho pital. 
"He was just jumping to dunk 
and felt the pop in his knee," men's 
basketball trainer David McCune 
said. "He knew something was 
wrong, so he just stood there." 
Dukes' assistant conch Phil 
Cunningham 5aid Pelham was in 
decent spirits after he injured his 
knee, but he was stilt obviously 
upset. 
"He went from an extreme high 
to an extreme low," Cunningham 
said. 
Head coach Charles "Lefty" 
Drie~ell said, "I feel sorry for 
Pelham, because he's worked real 
hard. He wanted to play; he's a 
junior this year. It's JUSt a freak 
accident. 
"Hopefully his operation was 
successful. and he'll be back in a 
couple of months,'' he said. 
The in1lial word is Pelham may 
be able to return before season's 
end, although little is known yet. 
" He said he might be able to 
play," Driesell said. "I don't guess 
they'll really know for awhile, but 
he could possibly be ready to play 
by second semester." 
McCune said a time table for the 
junior's return depends on how 
quickly he regains hi~; muscle and 
flexibility. 
"OeneraJ rule of thumb, you're 
looking at six weeks in a C85t or 
brace. depending oo the doctor ... 
McCune wd. "In the past, they've 
[been) in o cast three weeks. and 
then a straight leg brace." 
McCune said he was surprised 
by the accident. acknowledging that 
Pelham had pr9blems before with 
h1o; other knee but not the one 
injured this week. 
"I've seen this before, but not on 
ll healthy knee," McCune said. 
"Usually a person hu injuriea or 
past problems lhat something like 
this would happen. But this was his 
good knee." 
Men's basketball rings in the next y~ar 
by C. Scott Gnhsm 
s orts ~ditor 
Maybe it was the po~sibility of gelling a free 
T-~h1rt or the chance to ~ee JMU President 
Ronald Carrier in a pair of long. baggy 
b.1,ketball shorts. Or perhaps it wa\ the 
pnhpecl of seeing JMU men's ba..,ketball head 
coach Charles "Lefty" Driesell 
Whatever the reason, about 600 JMU 
'ltudents 'isited the Convocation Center 
Monday mght for n 11neak preview of the 1996-
'97 men'o; ba!.ketball team at its M1dnight 
1\lndness resttvitics. 
fhc team' s Midnight Madnl!$~ procttce.., 
,,Jw.:h started ut 12:01 u.m. Tuesday and 
marked the beginning of the Duke~\ sea!lon. 
r~alurcd 3 ~crimmage between the team· .. 
n~" \:Omer) and the VCierUil\, (lfCCCtled by a 
f.lt:Uh)'·vcrsus·studcnts game. 
"It wa\ a great otmo~pherc," JMU sen1or 
forwnrd Charle.' Lott 'aid. 'That's what college 
ba,ketball i., nil about. It really got us elicited 
and ready to play. and let u.., know that ~e have 
'orne fan 'uppon thl'> !'.Ca~on." 
Dncsell said. "( thought it was great. I 
thought the kid~ n:<tll) had (I lot or fun. nnd.the 
l<~c.:ulty and tudcnts playmg wns fun . I thought 
it wa<> a nice evening. and I hope the rans did 
too." ' 
The eventng also m1Hk~d the 25th 
anmver<;ary of Midnight Madneso;, wh1ch was 
created by Drie~cll 1n 1971 while coachmg at 
the Univer .. ity of Maryland Driesell said he 
had h1., Maryland tenm begin the fir..t day or 
practice JUSt after midnight because he wanted 
to get a head stan on the competition What 
began ns a mile run around on unlighted 
utdoor trod 1n 1971 evolved into an 
scrimmnge 1n Maryland's Cole Field 
ouse the next year. 
Since its Inception. Midmght Madness has 
referred to as the orficial tipofr of the 
lege basketball ~n. 
The Dukes tarted the1r season with a few 
drills followed by the 30-minute intrasquad 
scrimmage, which featured Lou and six other 
returning players aaainst JMU ' heralded 
recruiting class and sophomore forward Fred 
Boyd. 
Despite the high acclaim. the newcomers 
lo tto the returning player1> 52-35 beh10d Lou's 
14 points . Jumor forward Lnmont Boozer 
tallied II points and seven rebounds, while 
sophomore forward Eugene Atkinson 
contributed 10 point!. and six rebounds. 
Freshman guord Jamar Perry led the 
newcomers with 14 paint!. nnd four ~bound,. 
For the most part, Dnesell satd he was 
pleased with the scnmmagc yet sttll knows 
there is much work to be done before the 
Dukes· rirst regular !>cason game Nov 23 
agatnst Bowling Green State UniveNty. 
"That·, really the fiN lime I've ~ecn them 
play. and I thought some ol the guy' (lluyed 
really well," Drie\CII said. "But 1t' hard to tell 
because we have no system right now and it 
was like pick-up bn!>ketball." 
Lou said. "It was our fiN scrimmage, '0 of 
cour;e it looked a httle ragged Bestde' that. I 
thmk everyone played hard and you could see 
some of the positives nre there. ·• 
The Dukes' practice wa..<,n't Without a hitch. 
however. as junior guard James Pelham 
rractured his right kncecnp minute ... after the 
Dukes began their pracuce. 
Freshmen forwards Mate Milisa and Kevnn 
Johnson. both or whom are suffer1ng from 
!>prnined ankles. were ai!IO unable to participate 
in the ~crimmage. Driesell '!:aid Mlli~a and 
Johnson should be able to pluy ngainM Bowhng 
Green. 
The Dukes next play Court Authority in an 
exhibttion game Nov 2 at the Convocauon 
Center. Between now and then, Dnesell !laid his 
team's objective 1S clear. 
"Just work hard," he said "We've got to put 
in our offen~ and defense, out of bound5 plays 
and so forth. I don' t thmk we'll be ready to play 
by then, but we'll be able to find out some 
JAN GRAHAM/wrior photottroplltr 
Newcomer Chatney Howard drives on senior Ryan Cullcerto during practice. 
things about the team by then." 
As for the faculty-student contest, wh1ch 
featured Dnesell and Carrier playmg with the 
faculty, Driesell said the spectators weren't 
exposed to the type of play that made him a 
starting forward for Duke University in lhe 
mid 195<h. 
"Well, they dadn't get me the baJJ enough 
and r was a little ured." Driesell said """katl'll 
have it ready by next Yf*." 
. ······--·---·-···-· ·--·--·--------~--·- ----------- _: __ ·:;--· il II 11111111 &1111111 
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Massanutten Resort 
Now hiring for Ski Season 
Full-time, 
Part-time · I 
Weekends, 
Anytime! 
k Lifts, Rentals, Ski Shop, Food Service, Cashiers, and More! 
·Average 20 hours per week and receive 
FREE midweek & night skiing & other discounts! 
For More Information 
fAifNDS DON'T lfl fRIENDS 
ORIVf DRUNK. 
RESTAURA:\T l\1A:\Al;E~1E~T 
We have an immediate need for an experienced Assistant Manager 
with prior supervisory experience in a full service restaurant operation. 
We offer: 
• Competitive Salary 
• Major Medical/Dental 
• Frequent Bonus Opportun ities 
• Paid Vacation and much more 
If you are inrerestt.•d ard feel dlis one's for y<JJ ~nd resume 
and salary hi..'itOry to: 
JMAC ENTERPRISES, INC. 
EOE 
1221 Forest Hill Road 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
~ 
Viva ultra 
Paper rowels 
.. 
, • 
ROADHOUSE 
I 
I 
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atriots get eyen with JMU in 1-1 tie 
es surrender late second-half goal 
in overtime draw with conference foe 
by Seth Burton -
contributing writer 
The top two women'4i soccer teams in the 
Athletic Association played Tuesday 
Reservoir Street Field. Afttr 120 mmutes of 
which included two overtime periods, it 
not decided who is the best team in the 
The 23rd-ranked George Mason Universuy 
. came back from n one-goal deficit late 
0 thdr game against the JMU women's soccer 
to force overtime. After both team'l went 
scoreles., in the extra sess1ons, JMU and OMU 
fini\hed w1th a I- I tie. 
''Obv1ously there wa5 a lot at 11take at this 
w1th both teams being undefeated in the 
·--r .... ,._" OMU head coach Jac Cicala said. 
For regional and national rnnkings, it was a real 
.. 
e 19th-ranked Dukes (8-3-1, 3-0-1) 
~eemed to have the game locked up in 
regul:llion after senior midfielder Samantha 
Andcrsch put them ahead 1-0 with a long. 
h1gh-arching shot from about 30 yards out. 
However, as regulation time was drawing to 
a clo$e, the momentum shifted to the Patriots 
(7-4·1, 5-0- 1 ). After three straight GM U comer 
~ick~. Mason got a. fourth with six minutes 
remaining 10 the game. 
Patriots junior defender Julie Ames took 
G~IU's fourth comer kick and placed the ball 
m front of the Dukes' goal The ball bounced 
l)ff JMU sophomore defender L1sa Cioffi, who 
wa' po~iuoned on the far po~t. antl into the net. 
"We were unfortunate to give up that 
comer kick 1n the last .,ix minutes.'' JMU head 
coach David Lombardo '>aid . "That's the lir-.t 
comer kick we've been scored on all ~cason 
long" 
Both teams had prime opportunities to 
score in the overtime period . JMU had it.~ best 
scoring opportunity of the game when. with 
I :20 minutes remaining, junior forward Tasha 
Ellis' shot was stopped by OMU $Ophomore 
goalkeeper Jaime Pagliarulo. who mode a 
diving save to preserve the tie. 
''[Ellis] certainly had on opportunity to put 
us away, and fortunately for us, she m1ssed it," 
Cicala said. 
Lombardo said, "We didn't renlly finish our 
chances well. We didn't take good quahty 
shots. They have a very good goalkeeper, and 
we were lucky to beat her With that long· 
distance shot." 
The Dules controlled the game early, 
threatening to score time and time again . 
"h was a real phys1cal game.'' 'ophomore 
midfielder Jodi Jacoby said. "We dominated it, 
especially in the first half, but the second half 
wasn't our grealel>t." 
After being dominated in the first half, OMU 
made some chances at halftime to combat the play 
of Ellis and JMU sophomore forward Therese 
Wolden. 
"We had to nuke a.n adjustment." Cicala said, 
"because obviously with their two front-runners. 
we were giving them way too much ume to play. 
So we made the adJUStment to go to three 
[forwards). I thmk for our purp.>ses th:\1.-.eemed to 
put more pressure on their backs, which I think. 
equalized the game." 
Lombardo said, "Mason made some 
adjustments, nnd it opened up the game some ·• 
Those GMU alteration~ proved co~tly to the 
Dukes. 
KYLE BUSSiumor f'howgtaphtr 
Sophomore Therese Wolden fiChU for position against a George Mason playe r. 
The Dukes now look to better the1r CAA record 
w1th upcoming league game.s at the Uo1versity of 
North Carolina-Wilmington Oct 18 and East 
Cnrolina University Oct. 20. JMl.J wall p:u'llci~te 
10 the CAA Tournament Nov. 6. 
"The 1mpon:~nce of this g:~me was to play 
for first place in the CAA," Lombardo \ald. 
''Now we hove to JU'>t play out the rest of the 
seao;on to o,ee \\hat happens We need to wm the 
other game.'> that hopefull y we 'hould wi.n." 
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Recycle, 
Reuse, 
Reduce! 
~~i5 C.LP·\{1 S\-\opp i N9 
CAN be usecJ 0"/eR 
~SANds OF -\i~S. 
~ic~ is A ~~l- .. """'"--'" 
~iALtY ~ ~i-fe 
~ t-1\o~-e WAYS '(~ 
het.p c"L\- 1-8oo .. 
Breeze 
A4vertising. 
It 
For more information 
on advertising in The 
Breeze, please call 
568--6127. 
\\ ·\ ~~ I '\. I l l f I I t I I\ 
Meet Captain Harwell and Gunnery Sergeant McNeil ' 
at the Warren Campus Center on October 23, from 11 am-1 pm. 
For more information, call 1-800-542-5851. 
I 
I 
There's an old say.ng .n • pons that defense 
wins championships. If that's the case, the JMU 
men's soccer team should be in good shape by 
the end of the season. 
JMU has only allowed four goals all season 
en route to its 10-0 record and No. 2 national 
ranking heading into Wednesday's game at 
Virginia Commonwealth University . One 
reason f~ the Dukes' success in stopping the 
opposition falls into the hands of senior 
goalkeeper Barry Purcell. 
"Barry definitely is one factOr," JMU head 
coach Tom Martin said. "He's a very good 
goalkeeper and llas w~ed hard to get where 
he is." 
Where Purcell is now is the JMU record 
book. The Richmond native broke the Dukes' 
career hutoul'i record Sept. 29 with a J.() win 
over Wake Forest University. That was his 25th 
career solo shutout. and he has s1nce added to 
hts record with shutouts against George Mason 
University Oct. S and Univer:.ity of North 
Carolina-Wilmington Oct. 12. 
Purcell's 634 consecutive minute.co wuhout 
allow1ng a goaJ is also a JMU record. That is 
nearly II hours of soccer without allowing a 
po.lint. 
The University of Maryland broke Purcell's 
'treak with a goal Oct . 9. The goal was only the 
\\1 < > \ I J~= N ' S 
' 
.. , ., 1·: :'\ N IS 
Tribe Classic Tournament 
chroeder and Karen Piorkowski lost to 
uti! Lollege of William & Mary tandem of two-
lime All-American Lauren Nikolaus and 
Johanna Sones 8·3 in the Tribe Classic Tennis 
Tournament in Williamsburg Sunday. 
Schroeder and Piorkowski competed in the No. 
I Green doubles draw. 
In the Gn:en singles, Schroeder lasted all the 
~ay to the finals, where she fell to Laura 
McCracken, of Seton Hall , 5-7,6-1.6-2. 
Piorlowski advanced to the semifinals but lost 
to McCracken 6-3,6-2. 
The Dukes' Nicole Ceravola competed all 
the way to the semifinaJs of tbe Gold stngles 
until falling to William &: Mary's Maya 
Klavora, 6-2, 6-1. 
Brizendine honored 
Sophomore forward Mike Brizendine was 
named Kellog's Cofonial Athletic Association 
Player of the Week and also made the Soccer 
second score he has aJiowed all ~ason and the 
first since the season's opening game against 
Virginia Tech. 
It's not surpristng then that Purcell is the No. 
1-rated goalkeeper 1n the nation with a 0.21 
goals-against average. 
"I'm happy and excited about beina rated 
first. but it can change quickly," Purtell said. 
''I'm jUM glad to get credit for something I've 
been woricing for since I was 4 years old." 
That woric has paid off for h1m 
Purcell won a private league state title at 
Collegiate High School in Richmond where he 
was named an All-South perfonner twice. 
In 1994. Purcell was All-Colonial Athletic 
Association second team and was also named 
the Most Valuable Player of the CAA 
Tournament. He stopped two goals in an 
overtime shootout in the conference semifinals 
against Old Dominion University, although he 
didn't play dunng regulation time. 
As a jun1or during a 1995 NCAA 
Tournament game against the Un1versity of 
Maryland, Purcell made three saves 1n an 
ovenime shootout to help the Dukes advance to 
the quanerfinals again~t Duke Un1VCf'li1ty He 
finished the 1995 ~cason wtth a 1.05 goals-
against average. 
But Martin said Purcell brings more to the 
team than just good statistics "He givec; us 
con istency," Martin ;wud. "Every ttme he goe\ 
.out, he plays well. He alf..O bnng~ to the team • 
Amurca Collegtate Men's Team of the Week 
after outstanding perform.:tnce!l against the 
University of Maryland and conference foe 
· Univerc;ity ofNor1h Carolina-Wilmington. 
Against the Terrapins, Bri1cndine scored the 
game winning goal 1n overtime to lead the 
Dukes to a 2-1 victory over the No 24-ranked 
Maryland MlUad. Againl>t UNCW. Bri1endine 
knocked in two goals, taking his season total up 
to seven, and Jead1ng the Dukes past the 
Seahawks with a 6.0 win. 
These two wins improved the Dukes ' 
undefeated record to 10-0. and the team has 
moved up tn mo t of the men's soccer polls. 
Soccu America ranked them second. up from 
sixth last week. 
Tough week for the Dukes 
After a 3-1 Joss last week at the hands of 
Rutgers University and a I- I tie with Colonial 
Athletic Association opponent George Mason 
University Tuesday. the Dukes have taken a 
slight faJI in the national polls. 
Soccer America ranked the Dukes 20th in last 
week's national poll. and Soccer Ntws has JMU 
at23rd. 
The Dukes play next this Friday at 
Universil)' of North Carolina-Wilmington at 7 
p.m. 
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leadership. He directs the defense and 1s like a 
coach on the field." 
Martins also said Purcell's understandmg of 
the game allows him to organize the defen e 
and know what to do once he gets the ball. 
Purcell said. 'Tm a vocal keeper I try to 
prevent shots before they happen. They listen to 
me and understand that we have to work 
together if we want to be succe ful." 
So far, 11 looks as if the Dukes have been 
worlung together. ~All the player.; have a 'we' 
concept." Man in said. "We have great defense 
in front of Bany, and we are only a good as he 
IS with those players in front of him," 
Senior tri-captain Kyle Swords said, "It's 
nice to have a guy like Barry behind you. He 
helps out by letting you know what's going on 
and is a great shot stopper." 
Purcell said he owes his succe!>S to those 
coaches who have helped him develop his 
skills. and to his father. 
''Soccer is something I have shared With my 
dad and has been an impOrtant pan of my life. 
even more important than playing," he said. 
"He attends almost every game and ha.~ put as 
much time in it as 1 have " 
Purcell understands, though, that there is 
more to college life than ju:.l svu.e• He said he 
transferred to JMU from the University of 
South Carolina after one year becaucoe he 
wanted to have a full experience in ~hool. 
" I wanted to be more well-rounded as a 
S \V ll\ll\'1 IN(; 
Men, women swim at NC State 
The men's o;wimmtng team finished 'econd 
to North Carolina State Univerl.tl)' at the 
Monarch lnvttauonal Relay~. held at J C Scrnp 
Chandler pool at Old Dom1nton Un1vers11y 
Saturday. NCSU dominated the competition, 
while JMU edged out CAA foes Old Dominion 
Untversuy and William&. Mary. 
The women's team finished fourth in the 
compet1tton wuh NCSU again taking first 
overall. Jen Scheinnan, Karnh Na~or, Shawnee 
Smith and Wendy Bryant finished first in the 
4x25 freestyle. 
' B' Teams compete 
The men's cross country "8" team finished 
ninth overall at the Paul Short Cross Country 
Invitational Race, a 30-schools competnion. 
The Dukes highest finisher was junior Ryan 
Mammen. who ran the 8K in 25:38.2 for second. 
The women's "8" team was led by Christine 
Torreele in the 5K race, with a time of 19:04.7 
and a 63rd place finish. The women, as a team, 
finished 24th in the compettt1on involving 29 
schools. 
per~on:· he said . " I wanted to get a better 
education and a more holistic approach " 
Martin sa1d he understands Purcell' s 
rationale "Barry wanted to work hard, but have 
fun at the same time," Martin said. "He wanted 
to be challenged athletically and academtcally 
"Barry 1s an example of what a 'i tudent 
athlete should be," he said. "Whatever he doe\. 
he does tntensely. Whether 11 be soccer, classe., 
-whatever" 
Athleuc dJTector Don Lemish. who works 
wtth Purcell in Captain's Counc1l, an athlcuc 
organil.Blion composed of the captatns of each 
JMU varsity team, said he respect Purcelrs 
comm1tment to his team and h1s school work 
"Barry has a spec1al ded1cat1on to quality 1n 
athlet1cs and academ1cs," Lem1sh said. "He 
doesn't want to be part or an athleuc factory. 
He has an academic mislloion." 
A Dean's L1st student in geography. Purcell 
wants to go to law school and work m a spor1c, 
agency resolving disputes. 
According to Martin. that line of work would 
suit Purcell just fine. "He's a leader. both on and 
off the field.'' Martin llonid. "He ha good time 
management and prioritiL.e.., things well Barry 1., 
committed, goal-oriented and 11 cames onto the 
soccer field.'' 
"lf he sets h1s mind to something, he ' ll follow 
throug.h.'' he <.a~d. "He·~ been successful here. but 
do~n the road he'll put in the ~me commitment 
and do ~ell - no mauer \!.<hat it 1s." 
Dukes 
Calendar 
Home contests in Bold 
FRIDAY 18 
Women•s Soccer@ UNC-W 7 p.m 
field Hockey @ W&M 7 p.m 
SATURDAY 19 
Football @ Richmond 1 p.m. 
Men's X-Cwntry @ VMI 7 p.m 
Men's Golf @ECAC Cllarnpiomhips 
Men's Soccer@ W&M 7:30p.m 
· Women's Tennis@ ITA regionals 
\bUeyball @ Red Raider Inv., N.Y 
SUNDAY 20 
Women's Thonis @ ITA regiona1s 
\blleyball @ Red Raidex Inv .• NY 
X-Cwntry @ Penn State Open 
F1rJd Hockey vs. ODU 1 pm. 
Men'sGolf@ECAC~
.. 
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jerry Niedzialek C. Scott Graham Pete Haggarty john M. Taylor 
sportS editor ta.fJ writer assL portS ~r senJor writer 7-·i 5-6 Milef.arts• last Wl.'Ck ................. 7 1 5-6 13·3-1·0 •12-35-0 H~ Season llllal ................. 51-26.() tlH-29-0 
.SSB .S·i5 c::baa actt:n Wumin~ pcrcenws..>c ... .662 .623 48-29.0 
Northwestern at Wisconsin Wisconsin Northwestern Wisconsin 
Auburn a t Florida Florida Florida Flo rida 
Iowa at Penn State Penn State Penn State Penn State 
Kansas State at Texas A&M Tcxa:; A&M Texas A&M Kan:;as (,It~ Texas A&M 
USC at Arizona State Arizona State Arizona State Ariz011.1 State Arizona State 
Indianapolis Indianapo lis Indianapolis Indianapolis lndianapoli:; 
Phil .. adclphia Miami ~lt.uni Miami Go Philly! 
Washington Washington Washington Washing!on ~~l1in~ton 
Arizona Arizona Arizona Tampa Bay Arizona 
Jacksonville St. Louis jacksonville jacksonville jackSonviUe 
Afi:cr ~and weeks (li\.oe, to be exact) of consisu:ncy among our panelists, when none of the 
pbca in the lim through fowth order dlanged, the bst two ~ have seen a lor of uphe:ML 
last wed<. if you remember, Jmy put his power mo'"'t on and surgut ~ Scott ro caJa: the top 
sloL Homeboy put togedv:r another solid week to hold onto that spot for a, second consecutive 
week. Scott cuakcd it for the scoond week in a row, &lling three~ behind Jerry. 
Scon's assistant, john, .. the soune week Soott had, going 5-6 and yeilding to Pete Haggarty, 
the only pmon with ~ kahww to taler 04 O&dahorna last week against Teas. Either that or ht 
thought they still had Brian Bo6wonh playing nOOdle linebada. 
Scon and John. who is now in sole possesion of last pbre for the 6nt time this season, an: 
resorting to desperate me:ms. Scott h.u a.~ Jeny to Swlday sporting t:YaUS so ht can't wau:h 
fuotball (thus putting him on the same pl.a)ing b-d as Scott and John, MIG an: rnppcd in the 
bowels of Anthon~ Hall during NFL day, without food. Mter or rekvision). John is~ 
ping stray black catS in front of Pete's donn, btcawr the kid is just damn lud<y. 
Milce Eads draws one of the funniest cartoons in nw Bm!g, and he w.mted show olfhis pick-
ing skills, so we inviud him and his chatxws to join us this Mel<. These kids an: gno:ar- chey 
lave sitting around, drinking beer and w.u.ching spores. Ah, is that che life or wlw? 
Soccer America Top 20 
Rankfl'enm W-L-T NextO nent 
I. Virgmia 10-0-3 Sun.: at Clemson 
2. James Madison 10-0..0 Sat. : at W illiam & Mary 
3. St. John's 10-1-1 Fri.: Providence 
4. Southern Methodtst 9-3-0 Fri.: at Atr Force 
5. California 10-2-2 Sat.: Stanford 
6. Washington 10-2-0 Sun.: Sacramento State 
7. UCLA 9-3-0 Thurs.: Cal-Irvine 
8, UNC Charloue 11 -1·-0 Fri.: at Marquette 
9. Indiana 6-2-2 Fri.: Wisconsin 
10. Creighton 8-2-1 Fri.: at South Carolina 
II . Funnan 8-2-1 Fri .: Davidson 
12. UNC Greensboro 12-0-0 Fri .: Hartwick 
13. Duke 7-3-0 Sun.: at N.C. State 
14. William & Mary 9-2-1 Sat.: James Mudison 
15. Bowling Green 9-3- 1 Fri.: at Akron 
16. Nonh Carolina 5-3-1 Fri.: vs. Florida lnternauonal 
17. Marquette 8-3-1 Fri.: UNC Charlonc 
18. Wisconsin 8-2-3 Fri.: at Indiana 
19. Rutgers 9-2-1 Fri.: Notre Dame 
20. Cornell 7-1-1 Fri.: Pennsylvanta 
- No. 2~Dukes beat VCU, 4-1 
from Breeze staff reports 
JMU got two goalc; each from c;enror 
Jan Tal..atalo and sopho more Mike 
Brizendane to bent hos t Virganaa 
Commonwealth University, 4-1. 
The Rams got on the board firM, with 
Derrack Etienne blastrng a shot 17 
minutes anro the contest. Brizendane 
evened the score 18 minutes later, and 
Takatalo gave the Dukes the lead two 
minutes before halftime. 
The same pair struck again for the 
' Dukes in the second half, but this time in 
opposite order. Takatalo answered the 
bell, scoring in the first I 0 mmute.~ of the 
second half; 8ri7endine'<; goal crune with 
a second left m regulauon, providmg the 
final mnrgin of 4-1 . 
Soccer Amuica listed the now I 1·0 
JMU men·~ ~occcr team as the nation's 
second-ranked college team behind the 
University of Virginia this week . The 
No. 2 ranking is the highest ever for the 
Dukes in any men's college soccer polL 
JMU's previous htgh was No. 6 in last 
week's Soccer America poll 
The Dukes next play No. 14 College 
of William & Mary Oct 19 in 
Wallinmsburg. 
Hey, is that 
Kareem or Dr. 
Carrier? 
JMU President R.onald 
Carrier showed those at 
MldniCht Madness Monday 
nl&ftt that he still has a 
vicious hook shot. Althouett 
Carrier'• hqok and his 
patented two-handed set shot 
weren't falling, he was seen 
playing some Intense defense 
on former JMU basketball 
player Brian Ballard durinC the 
faculty-student game won by 
the students. 
R. C. WOODALUstnior pl101ographtr 
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flepatica \Mike Earls 
CJ', t'M fiiJAll'1 R.fAt>'f Tb I.AIIt.ITE. I FEEl 1l4E CltEAnv£ J\JCCE!> , •• AS ~oorJ AS I FINISH 
Oil~ PI'IPU •• MV ~M~TE~ ARE FLOWifiiC, ... I'M 6011116 TO $f'fNC> W-'TttitN6 1\ltS MOVIE ! 
OIJT fOI: lliE NI&HT, I AM REFICH "u.. N16tiT MAlt!olb !)ultf Tl-liS 
To \JRITE. 'TllE 8EST" ~1'£~ EvER. I~ 6e.EAT" •••• 
Somewhere Out There \Seth Thotnpson 
Yn At¥JOO. 5Tlt00 {)us V!cTlt.\ lo 1HE 
~ hff..a of Amoo-flEC£~ c~. 
W"fJJ WE' 'f?r 
Ho_u; 1l4E C.Of'(~IG 
\}\ol.Ano.O WX:U. 
~I ANb "rna"f 
~"BAAS' WIU. 
J"'USI fb1> OF'~ 
ttr? 
WELL, ! 'lA AT L£1'sT &on~& 
10 MAt£ MtNf A Urn£ 
CHffi2\' u~1r. 1HEH · · · 
t'\EY, STITctffAcf, I'M 
T\RED OF WDP.KIW' FOR 
'' T\'tf; MArl f VERY N 1 GHT 
A N D 0 A Y ( r' 5 ~ l3 o u r 
(),A,f"'N TIME" L 
S1AWI>! 
ETTLE; (}OwN?! 
You IALKIN' TO Me'? 
Yov iALt< tN' ro lri! '? 
WELL THERE '5 
HeR~: ... 
l 
I 
I 
! 
I 
' ! 
' I 
.I 
' l 
! 
I 
I 
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Watching the Clock\Krls Brown 
Cacophony\Zeem 
I , 
Animal Crackers 
• 
Precipice \Alexander and Dews• __, __ _ 
I I 
. . .. 
I j 
Assume Nothing\Amie 
CLASSIFIEDS 
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FOR RENT 
UYiriC ""'a..,._, Specloos, 
thtH bedroom epanment on two 
~eYela Mlable Jan 1 on ffenkhn 
Street. Call ~ 432·3979. 
FOR SALE 
Ma&lc, Iter We,., Iter Trek -
Baseball. Baaketball, football , 
Hockey. Buyln&/Sellln& sports, 
non·aportt carda. Dukea 
sportscards. 1427 South Main. 
Neat to 7-11. 433-DUK£. 
Seized care fro"' •111 -
Porschll, Cadlllacs. Chevya, 
BMWa. Corveuea. Alao Jaepa, 
4WOs. Your area. Toll free, 
(800)898 9778, ellt . A 3727 for 
current llstlnc&s. 
Hotn4tbr..tnc. Yinotech supplies. 
Matts, hops, yea6ts. Keaerators. 
52 E Matkat St. 432 6799. 
388 PecUrd lei C..put., • cokW 
monttor. CD Rom , speaker•. 
Windows 3 .1. etc. $380. 432· 
1775 orl2806. 
£nclltoh TMChefa Needed A.broMJ 
Teach c:on~tersauonat Cn&hsh In 
Pracue. BUdapest « Kri*ow. No 
teachtn& certtficate or European 
taneuaces requared. tnellpens•ve 
Room & Soard + other benefttS . 
For details: (206)971·3680 
utK53258 
CI"'IIM lhfpe Hlrlftl • Eam up to 
$2,000+/month. World travel. 
Seuol\81 and full-t1me pos1t1ons . 
No experience necessary. For 
Information call 1·206-971·3550 
e.t. C532258. • 
.,...,.., 
WIITrtpll 
Qo Freel 
.....,_ CniiM J279 
cancun a......_ f3tt 
Panama City a D.ytona Wt 
www~.com 
(100)67M381 
lntemetloftal Employment • Eam 
up to $25 ·$45/hour teac:hln& 
basic conversational En&lish in 
Japan, Tatwan or s. Korea No 
teachma backaround or Asian 
lanauagea requtred. For 
lnfonnatiOn call 206-971·3570 e11t . 
J53255. 
Free T·lhlrt + U,OOO Credit 
Card fundraturt tor tratemtlle5. 
soromla end croups Ally cami>U$ 
oraan1ra11on can ra•se up to 
51.000 by earn1na a v.hoppln& 
$5.00/VISA appheatlon. Call 1· 
800.932.0528 bt. 65 Quahf•ed 
callers reteiYC a tree T 5hlft. 
Cook• ,. .. tied, immedtete 
openina•. Hamaonbura·s bast 
upscale restaurant. flexible 
SChedules. wtth &ood pay and ~ 
Employee Meal DIScount. Apply 
Pafio's, 
fl.llt.tlrne Clreck&ate AM11t.nt.hlpe 
Available Sprtn& and Summer, 
1997 to students majorlna In 
Special Education (ED). Must meet 
Jemea Madlaon University 
Graduate School requtremenu. 
Call Dr. Dave Herr at (540}-JMU 
6780. 
SERVICES 
National DJ C011nectlon for any 
occasion. Notionally recogntzed 
(OJCONNECTOaol.corn) 433-0360 
Attention al lt\Mientsl Granta and 
scholarshtps avatlable from 
sponsors! No reoayments. everl 
SSS Cash for college SSS For Info. 
(800)243-2435. 
Flu Shots 
Au shot• v.tll be 8\iallable to JMU 
students for $5, payable 1n cash 
or check. Please call the 
UnrvefSity Health Center at x7951 
during the following dates and 
times to~ an eppotntment 
to recerve the vace•ne: 
Mon., Oct 21 2"' p.m 
Tuet Oct. 22 2o4 p.m 
Wee!., Oct. 23 2o4 p.m. 
Thun Oct 2• 9 11 am. 
fn • Oct ~5 9-11 a.m. 
The vacetne Will be~ at the 
UM<et'Sity Health Center to those 
With a scheduled lll)pOintment 
during the followtng dates and 
1 limes: 
Mon • Oct 28 815 am.· 12·•s p m 
Tues. , Ocl. 29 8 15 am.· 12 •s p m. 
Wed • Oct. 30 8.1S 1m • 12:•5 p m 
Thin . Oct . 31 8 15 a.m · 12 •5 p m. 
If you have any questtons 
reaarou-c v.llelher or not you 
should recerve the nu shot. 
Sprtnc Break '97 
Lo ... t prteee to 
Aortd•, Jama&ca, c-. 
8atlamM a Caml~tel C""'-. 
£am free T,.,. a Clllll 
Endleu Summer Tours 
(800)234-7007 
Spring Break 
Bahamas Party 
Cruise! 
6 Days $2791 
Includes all Meals, Free 
Parties. Taxes! Great 
Beaches & Nightlife! 
Prices Increase Soon · 
Save $501 
spnngbreaktravel.com 
1-8()()..6 78-6386. 
PERSONALS 
ADOPT10fil Lovtn& ct111dtess couple 
~•shin& to adopt an 1nfant Call 
Nancy and Sheldon 1 800 892 
5164 (AI1trogton. VA) 
CPR Tralnlnc 
• Commun1ty cour5es In 
Hamsonbur& 
•Group courses can be tau&hl 
on/ off campus 
•AmeriCan Heart AsSOCIOtion 
oerttfiCattOn 
ltea'ttiNt, Inc. 432·17 70 
PatJo Detea Wanted Top Dollar 
Paid Clothtng, Ja~elry , 
Tapestries, Posters. Sweaters 
Nat1ve Cotton 540 951 5223 or 
953-4072 before 8 :30 
Frlandfy, Fun Person tO share NICE 
apcwunent Detatls call 432·1523 
Attention Spenleh MaJor~: 
Crammtng for enms? Help's 
avallablel Tut« 433-1192. 
Pool Tallie • Cavalier II Standen! 
8x4. Slate. perfect felt . balls, 
everyth•n& tncluded. $850 432· 
1775 or x2802. 
•a'nllt MM WM!tlill Mr. Chips please call the Health Center at 
1.6177. 
Cancun &Jamaica 
Spring Break 
Specials! WANTED Sot)hOrnore/ Junior Enue~~teoour 
Build your finrtc:lal future wtttte 
attend.n& JMU BuS!IIeSS Sc:ttool. 
Fall Break Hours .1· Loweat Prteeel Imprinted 
HELP WANTED 
Nationel Puke Hlrt!W • Positions 
are now available at National 
Parks, Foresta and Wildlife 
Preservea. Excellent benefits + 
bonuses! Call 1·208971·3620 
ext: N53257. 
$11750 WMI&ty poellll6e matllng 
our clrculara. For Info cafl 
(202)298-1335. 
Sprln' Break '17 - Eant oaehl 
Hl&hest commissions/lowest 
prleeal Travel free on only 13 
sales! Free lnfol Sunsplash, 
(800~26-7710. 
www.sunsplasntours corn 
$1.000. ,...... ,...... llookl -
Part time At home. Toll free, 
(800)896-~778. ext. R·3727 for 
liSttl'lf&S 
ExC4tllllnt Opportunity! 
Call tollfree for lnteMew: 
"1881184 uco• 
Now Ia the time to call Le1sure 
TOUB end get free lnfonnatlon tor 
Swjng Break Packaces to South 
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica and 
Flortda. Reps Needed .~ 1 Travel 
free and earn c:ommlsslonss. 80(). 
8J8.8203. 
fern MONEY a11d FREE TRIPIII 
Individuals and aroups wanted to 
~~tomote Sprtna B.reaRII Call Inter 
Campus Pro&rams at 1-800-327· 
15013 of http:/ ,twww.lcpt.corn 
$1,000. Poulble fnMni · Part · 
flme. At home. Toll Free 1-BOQ. 
89&9778 ext. T-3727 tor hsMgs. 
( 
Fri. Oct. 18 • 7:30a.m.· 8 
p.m. ) 
Sat Oct 19 • 9 a.m. - 11 
p.m. 
Sun. Oct. 20 · CLOSED 
Mon. Oct 21 • 8 a.m. 
Midnight 
Adoption: Choose Ual 
Professional married couple has 
loving home, aecure hfe wathfl& fw 
your baby. Cell Chrta,'LAineU 1.· 
100·127·4111. Your &Ill, our 
treasure ... Let'l help each other. 
Thanks. 
• ttentton 
yle and Focus 
Writers! 
There will be a mandatory 
meeting of all senior, staff and 
contributing Style and Focus writers 
TueSday at 7 p.m in Anthony,Seeger 
Hall, rm. 12. 
Anyone who cannot attend must 
call Sherri at x3846 or Angie at 
x6729 by Tuesday at noon. If you're 
on our phone lists, that means you! 
., sportwelf, promotional1tems. etc. 
Cltmpua Custom R-.n:M Unttd. 
433-3734 Of ect\JOrica.net 
lnt.,..ted In aaYinC -rf Save 
up to 50% otf your phone billl No 
&lmmteks. can Mic:tlael 828-4022 
Of Dave 828-491.3 , 
Late NIIJtt Study Selelon? STAY 
AWAKE! All-natural, doctor 
recommended herbal beverage 
promotes alertness and 
concentratiOil Get thfOUI!tl the day 
after that all-ntlthterl Money back 
guarantee! Call 'Rob 432·9333. 
SPRING BREAK 
Sf'WINURfAK '17'1 Cancvn, 
ean.n.s. Jamaaca & Florida 
Campus Reps & Group Orpnlzllf5 
EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH • Call 
us today 1-800-700.0790 
7 N1ghts Air & Hotel From 
$3991 Prices Increase 
Soon Save $501 Save 
$150 of Food, Drinks & 
Free Parties! 
111% Lowest Price 
Guarantee! 
spnngbreaktravel.com 
1-80()..678-6386. 
SIMtfll Break Pan.na Cltyl 
Boardv.alk Beach Resort I Beat 
Hotel, Loeauon, Pracel 7 Nf&hts 
$1291 Daytona • Best Locatton 
$1391 COcoa Beach Htlton S169! 
spnngbfeaktriiYel .com 
1~7&6386. 
JMU Men'• laeketball Team 
seeks a student to 5efYO as video 
coonMator for the '96-'97 season 
Student must have basektball 
knowledge . Prefer an 
upperclassman w1th video sk•lls. 
ScholarshiP Is avatlabte. Call 
Coach Pauley at a6462 lor mo1e 
tnlormat.ton 
Ac~ot~tlon: Youna. happtly married 
couple who cannot have children • • 
wtshes to adopt baby. Will share 
photos, letters as child grows, 1f 
desired, Will pay medical, le&al 
eJIPIII'Ises. Mtr1am and Jeff. 1-8()(). 
484·3253, code 3103 
To place a cl..aHied ad In 
n.. ~. please come 
to The Breeze office In 1he 
basement of Anthony-
SeegerHall, weekdays from 
Sa.m.-5 p.m . 
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY 
is hiring_ a style editor and an 
assistant style editor to work 
Dec. 4, 1996- March 31, 1997. 
Training will be provided for these paid 
positions. The training sessions begin 
Nov. 1, 1996. 
To apP.~y, submit cover letter, resume 
and ~s to Editor, The Breeze, in the 
basement of Ant11~y-Seeger Hall by 5 
p.m. Friay, Oct. 25. 
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EXTRA LARGE ONElTOPPINGI 
. S ·D 99 
' ' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• I 
I 
1 DOUBLE CHEESEYIREAD I MIDIUM TWO TOPPING PIZZA 1\ ' large 1-Topping Pizza : 
: · w/saucc! : & i frH Cokes QR Breadsti~ks :· 7 96 : 
I 5 99 I 7 99 . I I I .A · meaiUmcrder I. A . I I • + I : ~ + , I 4'- • · . 1
1
,.A...O. ChoostfromHandTossed, : 
· ' · I . · · ~ Thin Crust, or Deep Dish I No coupon neccuary I . No coupon necUMry ' 1! · ·- No coupon necess.ary I ~---------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
~ t .. ') 
